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University-owned
generator spills diesel
Circumstances surrounding the fuel spill
are still unclear, investigations hoped to reveal
important information
> BY BROOK IRVING
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An accident at a UPS steam generating
plant caused between 150 and 250 gallons of
diesel fuel to spill into a storm drain system,
some of which found its way to Commencement Bay Feb. 21.
Officials are citing valves that were set incorrectly on one of two 25,000-gallon fuel
tanks as the reason for the spill. The incorrect
valves caused the tank to overflow, sending
hundreds of gallons of diesel fuel into the drain
system, which dumps its contents into the bay.
There is still much that is unclear about
the circumstances surrounding the spill and
the repercussions the University will face as
a result of the environmental mishap. According to a campus-wide press release, the spill
was stopped immediately once it was discovered at roughly 4 p.m. Feb. 21. The City of
Tacoma and the State Department of Ecology were notified.

In the Feb. 21 press release, UPS Facilities
Services employee James Vance assured the
community that the University "will do whatever it takes to clean up the spill." But a city
official claimed the University may face some
consequences from the state as a result of the
accident.
While the implications of the spill are still
unclear, the University is currently focusing
on cleaning up the damage done to the bay.
"Cleanup might be completed as early as
this week," said Sandra San, director of communications at the University. Officials are
currently waiting to see if any more fuel drains
from the pipe along with rainwater.
Once investigations of the incident are
complete, the University's course of action will
be clear, according to San. The financial consequences resulting from the spill are one of
many things still up in the air.
"We don't know yet," San said of the potential costs. "As soon as the investigations
are complete we'll know more."
The upcoming weeks will be important for
University, city and state officials as they
gather more information regarding the circumstances leading up to the spill and any damage that the fuel has caused.
"As soon as we know anything more we
will update the campus," San said.

Flyers issued to
raise awareness

Please see TABLE TENTS, page 3
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PASSION FOR JUSTICE — Attorney Lesra Martin speaks to the crowd at an event
hosted by the Black Student Union Feb. 20. Martin helped free boxer Rubin
"Hurricane" Carter and has been a leader in the fight against illiteracy and capital
punishment. The lecture was one of many events hosted by BSU in honor of Black
History Month.

Presidential primary results narrow field
Students vote Reagan Grabner, Ben Shelton in; Lee Corum, Trina Olson out

> BY JOSEPHINE ECKERT
In an effort to make students aware of their right to
ask questions, discuss issues and make well-informed
decisions, the University of Puget Sound Dean of Students Office and the Center for Spirituality and Justice
placed table tent flyers on the tables in the Wheelock
Student Center Feb. 21.
The flyers are meant to educate students about the
tactics that cult-like organizations use to limit basic freedoms to which everyone is entitled.
Such tactics include: being asked to join religious
study groups and then pressured into becoming more
involved in activities; being deprived of sleep by persons or groups; being pressured to drop out of classes
or cut work hours to spend more time with the group;
being told by someone else whom to be friends with,
what to do, and to cut ties with family; being intimidated by the threat of not being accepted or "saved" for
challenging the group's beliefs; and being required to
give money to the group without knowing where it goes.
The flyers were produced in response to concerns
about the International Church of Christ (ICC), a religious cult that is making its presence known in the
Tacoma area and on other surrounding college campuses such as Pacific Lutheran University and Pierce
Community College.
"We received information that lead us to be concerned that students may have been being approached

The power of speech

Reagan Grabner

Junior Reagan Grabner positioned
himself on a couch outside the
Wheelock Student Center to ensure
he made it to the final elections.
Grabner hopes to highlight small
clubs and diverse programming if he
is elected. "I consider it a great honor
to have made it past the primaries,"
Grabner said.

Ben Shelton

Junior Ben Shelton is a varsity
basketball player, member of Lighthouse and a tour guide on campus.
Shelton also started the first film club
at UPS and has served as a residential assistant in Todd Hall. "I'll speak
for the shy and scream for those out
of breath," Shelton said in a statement earlier this year.

Alumni giving continues to atrophy
> BY JOSEPHINE ECKERT
The fiscal year of 2000-01 at the University of Puget Sound
saw the continued trend of a low percentage of alumni participation through donations given for any purpose only 17.2 percent of the total number of alumni for which the University
has valid addresses or phone numbers donated money during
the fiscal year.
The percentage has ranged from 17 to 22 percent in recent
years. It includes the total number of alumni whom the University can contact through a good address or phone number
and who make donations during the year. The percentage has
been affected by numerous factors.
"Investment in the alumni began late. We're new in alumni
programming," said Elizabeth Herman, associate vice president for development.
Participation rates also vary by the type of institution,
makeup of the alumni, the school's history and the part of the
country the institution is in. In general, alumni participation
in colleges in the West and Northwest is lower than that of
colleges in the east, Herman explained.

"These colleges have a longer history of concentrating resources for alumni by offering events, magazines and staying
in touch. UPS first started doing this in the 1990s," Herman
said. "The Northwest schools haven't built that culture of giving back. It's not established here."
After commissioning a private company to conduct a survey of UPS alumni in three different eras — the classes of
1955-69, 1970-82 and 1983-93 — the University learned that
41 percent of it's alumni transferred into the school and didn't
attend the school for all four years.
"Factors that are associated with low rates of giving are
having transferred into the school, not living on campus and
being in older age groups," Herman said.
The lack of a strong bond to the University is especially
evident in the problems of getting older alumni to donate.
"We have a problem in getting older people to donate because the college has changed a lot," Herman said. "It was
first a regional school and now it's a national liberal arts school.
It is good that the University has turned into a national power-
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The following incidents were reported to
Security Services between Feb. 12 and Feb.
20: Five separate students reported receiving
unwanted telephone calls in the residence hall
rooms. In some cases the caller would simply
hang up; in others he (or she) would breath
loudly. In one case the caller indicated that he
was masturbating. It is believed that all the
calls originated from locations off campus.

Feb. 15, 2:25 p.m.
A student reported her backpack stolen
from the basement in Howarth Hall. The 'contents of the backpack totaled approximately
$350. She stated that the bag was left unattended for approximately half an hour while
she worked in a nearby laboratory.

Feb. 16, 8:44 a.m.
A Puget Sound staff member reported finding a University sign and post laying on the
hood of a vehicle parked in the lot near the
Library. Security contacted the owner of the
vehicle and notified them of the damage. The
victim elected to file a report with the Tacoma
Police Department.

Feb. 18, 5:15 p.m.
A student reported his unattended backpack stolen from the theater work area in the
basement of Jones Hall. The contents of the
the bag totaled approximately $200.

Lei.:.1 11 !1!:,
Grief group meets for first
time to provide support
For students facing problems that most
never want to deal with, help is on the way.
Psychology intern Gaela Youngblood and
psychologist Dana Falk of Counseling, Health
and Wellness Services are establishing a confidential grief group for students who are dealing with sudden changes in their lives.
"Grief issues are a big part of college," Falk

said. "I think it's important to get a chance to
talk."
Students have come to Falk expressing interest in forming a group.
"There's always someone who's privately
suffering," Falk said. "It's easy to feel lost in
the shuffle."
The group began meeting Feb. 27 and will
be accepting new members in the next few
weeks. To join the group, call Falk at extension 1555 or in the Counseling, Health and
Wellness Services office.
— Katie Rose

Web site designed to help
students stop smoking
For those UPS students looking to quit
smoking, Counseling, Health and Wellness
Services recently obtained a computer program from the Living. Free group. The program is designed to wean 10 tobacco users
from their addiction in a mere 21 days.
According to statistics compiled from the
Core Survey, given each year to 800 random
students, about 10 percent of the students on
campus are frequent smokers that could benefit from the program. Lisa Robinson, the
school's nurse practitioner, and Charee
Boulter, the substance abuse prevention coordinator, feel that the program could be useful
for more motivated quitters.
"The program has motivational facts and
helpful hints like finding new hobbies and
writing about why you began to smoke"
Robinson explained. "The ideal candidate
seems to be an older person that smokes about
two packs a day, but hopefully it can be helpful to others too."
With a $100 value, the program certainly
should be helpful. By logging on to the Living . Free group's Web site at
www.selfhelpworks.com , students can take a
free tour of the new program that promises to
help users learn to "master (their) mind and
change (their) relationship to cigarettes" with
a new "dynamic multimedia format."
The mind-body transition is proposed to
take place in 12 half-hour sessions, provided
one doesn't take a smoke break, and consists
of interactive quizzes, an audio coach to answer questions via e-mail and facts about the
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which require more medications and take
much longer to heal," Robinson said.
Those interested in the course should contact Counseling, Health and Wellness soon to
reserve one of the four remaining spots. More
information aboiit tobacco use and cessation
can be found by accessing the CHWS Web
site or by calling the Tacoma-Pierce County
Quit Line at (253)798-4743.
— Shayna Rasmussen
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damaging effects of tobacco use.
As if the threat of lung, skin and throat cancer, and wrinkly, disfigured skin isn't enough
to help people quit, the current flu season
strikes many smokers especially hard and adds
an extra incentive to quit.
"Of course it is the cold season, and many
on campus are coming in with respiratory infections, but people who smoke tend to be
more likely to develop secondary ailments,
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THE STATE OF AFFAIRS — ASUPS President David Bahar addresses a small
crowd at the first ever State of ASUPS address. Roughly 20 people attended the
event, which took place in the Rotunda, but Bahar has high hopes that a similar
address by future ASUPS presidents wilfZiraw a larger crowd. Bahar emphasized
the importance that ASUPS plays in campus events and organizations.
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• A token to remember our history . . .

TABLE TENTS: Spreading the word

Cherry trees pay tribute
Does history repeat itself?
We'd like to think it doesn't.
We'd like to think we learn from
the past. We'd like to think that
things change. Every time we
stroll past the Japanese cherry
trees planted outside of the
Wheelock Student Center we are
reminded that things are different
— or are they?
2002 marked the 60th anniversary of Japanese internment in the
United States. It's been 60 long
years since over 100,000 people
of Japanese decent were ripped
from their homes and placed in internment camps in order to "protect" America. And it's been 13
years since the University of Puget
Sound planted 12 trees to corn" memorate the 30 UPS students
who were among those cleared out
in 1942.
The month of February has
been a special one for this memorial. Signs were posted donning
the names of UPS students who
were relocated, and the Asian Pacific American Student Union created informational posters to educate students about the role UPS
played in this shady part ofAmerican history.
"My sense is that some students didn't notice it," Associate
Director for Student Services
Monica Nixon said of the signs
that have sat in front of the cherry

trees for the past 28 days.
Each year the Dean of Students Office
sets up the display to honor those students
who were forced to leave after the attack
on Pearl Harbor, according to administrative assistant Sharon Mihelich.
"We're basically in charge of facilitating it, just putting it out every year,"
Mihelich said.
While the signs have been going up every February for the last decade, administrators and students hope to make more
students aware of the signs in the future.
"I think we will do more to highlight
what those names mean," Nixon said.
Associate Dean of Student Services
Houston Dougharty agrees that more can
be done to increase student awareness.
"I think once folks understand what it
is, they say 'wow, that's amazing,"'
Dougharty said. "I think some education
needs to be done."
Education on the display and general
knowledge about the dark page in UPS's
past have taken on even more importance
in the face of Sept. 11 and growing sentiments against various ethnic groups
around the country.
"It seems like a distant part of our history, but it is still so important," Nixon
said.
Nixon believes it's important to note
that UPS was only one of many schools
that were forced to say adieu to many loyal
students.
"I think a lot of schools on the West
Coast have something like this," Nixon
said of the memorial. "But I think there is
definitely something really special about
what we have here."
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Japanese
Egg Donor
Needed
If you are a Japanese or
1/2 Japanese woman, 2132, in excellent health,
please help a Japanese
couple preserve their heritage & create a family by
donating your eggs. Your
family must also be in excellent health.
Transporation to Seattle
required. $3000 compensation.
Confidential.
206-369-1940
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While the signs are only up during the
month of February, the trees serve as a
yearlong tribute.
"It's become part of our campus,"
Nixon said. "It's a permanent part of our
landscape and our history."
It's a history that many Americans
would like to forget, and some students
fail to fully understand.
"We need to understand these were
students just like you," Dougharty said.
Sixty years after the internment,
Nixon asserts that discrimination and fear
are dangerous shortcomings that continue to threaten our country. She cites
recent events like the Wen Ho Lee trial p
and anti-Arabic paraphernalia in wake of
Sept. 11 that mirrors the discrimination
so prominent in the '40s.
"There isn't this assumption that these
people are Americans," Nixon said.
It is for this reason that this February's
display carried so much weight.
"What happened is 60 years in the
past, but it is still a part of our current
reality," Nixon said.
0 News Editor Brook Irving doesn't own a
cherry tree but is hoping to buy one someday.

Continued from page 1
by members of organizations that use the kind of tactics described on the flyers," Dean of Students Kris Bartanen said.
"It seemed most appropriate simply to make people aware of
the kinds of freedom of choice that they have."
The presence of organizations such as the ICC is not a major
phenomenon, but the University thought there was enough information present to produce concern and therefore felt it was
important to say something, according to Bartanan.
Such organizations have been present on college campuses
in a number of different cities nationwide.
"It is not unique to Tacoma, not unique to Puget Sound, but
it's worrisome to the extent that people may get locked into
things without full understanding of what an organization involves," Bartanen said.
She explained that cults are common on college campuses
because students are more likely to be questioning their values and religion and are encouraged to ask questions and become critical thinkers, college is far away from home and traditional support systems, and the transition period leaves some
People venerable and lonely.
As a liberal arts college the University intends to encourage students to be mindful, to ask questions and to investigate.
Reports of the ICC's presence in Tacoma have encouraged the
University to help make students more aware and more critical thinkers, according to Chaplain Jim Davis.
"We tried to provide the best information that we can that
lets students do their own investigation, to do their own learning, and make their own choices," Bartanen said. "I hope that
people have the opportunity to think about the kinds of persuasive strategies used by any group that respects people's freedom of choice versus manipulative strategies that don't respect another person's freedom of choice."
Bartanan hopes that the flyers will help let students know
they can ask questions and find help from people on campus.
Since the situation includes religion, it is also an issue of
the division of individual freedom and religious freedom.
"There is a fine line between religious conviction and religious conviction that infringes on others' rights," Davis said.
"That's when it becomes a coercive thing. I can believe things
as an individual, but when I try to manipulate others is when I
step over the boundaries."
0 Assistant News Editor Josephine Eckert is not a member or
leader of a religious cult.

ALUMNI: Low funds contributed
long-term systematic efforts that begin when you
come to UPS. It is our responsibility to make certain that you have a good experience," Herman said.
house, but the bad news is that the older alumni
haven't stayed connected. It isn't the school that a "What decides is what's in someone's heart and their
experience here."
lot of the older alumni remember and therefore they
Another way that the alumni help. the Univerdon't identify with it."
Other reasons for alumni not giving back in- sity and its students is through creating a network
of 34,000 alumni who live all around the world.
clude not being able to afford it and thinking that
These alumni are
other charities need
connected and
the money more
want to help stuthan UPS does.
Percentage of Alumni Who Contribute to UPS
dents and graduThe alumni who
25
ates get condo give gifts to the
nected with a
University do so
20
wide variety of
"because they had a
things.
really good experi15
Sharon
ence at the school
U UPS Alumni
Babcock, alumni
and feel they need
Participation (%)
programs directo give something
10
tor, explained
back to it," said
that alumni are
freshman Lauren
5
here to help proHoffert, who works
vide a network
for the Link.
Perm, of living
0
for students
Some alumni
19981990
2000
1997alumni with good
address or phone
1998
1999
2 000 2001
searching for
also give occasionnumber who gave a
Fiscal Year (Sept . 1 -Aug. 31) gift to any purpose.
jobs, to be menally although most
tors , to help prodonations aren't
spective students
big.
figures out whether this is the right place for them
"We hope that no matter what amount a graduate gives, giving something every year to the school and to inform current students about what the real
world is like.
helps. It's like a vote," Herman said.
"I think there comes a time in their life when
From the results of the survey the University has
they truly want to give back to something bigger
learned that those who have been gone a long time
than themselves," Babcock said. "We have many
and haven't placed UPS in their donation plans
won't change their habit, but the younger age groups alumni who feel strongly about their experience
here, and so they make themselves available. If
are still persuadable. The research has shown that
someone gives you a leg up it helps, and they are
all age groups cannot be treated in the same manner, and there are plans to customize approaches here to do it."
0 Assistant News Editor Josephine Eckert is not an
for each age group.
alumna swimmer but hopes to be someday.
"The efforts to increase alumni participation are

Continued from page 1
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and Closer Look Writer.
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Dougharty on mission to boost UPS pride
STF had been looking for, and their success
stimulated further ideas. The group came up
Lately students have complained about the
with the idea of telling incoming freshmen
lack of school spirit on the UPS campus, sayabout the history of the campus, its traditions
ing that there isn't enough being done to proand new ideas while they were at Passages.
mote it. Several staff and faculty members, The idea to educate students on traditions
including Associate Dean for Student Services seemed key to the overall spirit of the school.
Houston Dougharty '83, beg to differ.
"Folks need to know what old traditions
Efforts by Dougharty
are about," Dougharty
and others at the Universaid.
sity have been made to
A new tradition, the
increase the level of
Midnight Breakfast, was
school spirit, as well as
born and has been welthe sense of community.
comed by students.
One of the largest efThe staff and some
forts made to address isfaculty members started
sues related to "school
serving students breakspirit" on campus was
fast at midnight after spethe Spirit Task Force,
cial sporting events, conwhich met during the
certs, ASUPS programs
1999-2000 school year.
and on the last day of
For his part,
—Houston classes.
Dougharty was encour"Every midnight
Dougharty, breakfast
aged to strengthen
is connected to
school spirit because he
Associate Dean for some other event,"
saw a lack of it when he
Student Services Dougharty said.
returned to the school as
The most recent Midthe associate dean for
night
Breakfast was held
11
Student Services.
in conjunction with the
"I felt like there was
last home basketball
less sense of community here than there had
games of the year and had a huge turnout. Facbeen in past years," Dougharty said.
ulty, staff and alumni served over 750 students
The STF addressed such issues as low at- breakfast at this now popular event. The crowd
tendance at campus events, lack of a cohesive at the basketball game was also very large,
sense of "community," disappearance of tra- packed with many students, faculty, staff and
ditions, no pep band and the lack of events alumni.
•
promotion. The group labored to produce a
"It did my heart good,". Dougharty said
better Puget Sound identity by forming groups
with a smile.
to work on the issues.
But the STF didn't stop there. Every FriThe STF succeeded in bringing back the day was designated as a day for interested stumurals of Paul Bunyan and Babe the Blue Ox dents, staff and faculty to wear maroon as a
to Marshall Hall, an event that was surrounded sign of spirit. "Maroon Friday" was the brainby much fanfare. The origin of the murals child of the STF in an effort to increase school
was traced to paintings for the Servicemen's connection.
Lounge in Union Station which were later
"We'd like this place to have a greater sense
given to the University. The history of the mu- of community," Dougharty said, looking back
rals was documented in The Trail and a reon the formation of Maroon Friday, a tradidedication ceremony was held, all in an effort tion which exists still today.
to promote school spirit.
The Spirit Task Force worked with ASUPS
Events like these were exactly what the
on the remodeling of the Cellar in order to turn

> BY AMANDA BEVERS
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I felt like there was
less of a sense of
community here
than there had been
in past years.

it into a more spirited, school-oriented hangDougharty and other staff, faculty and stuout. Alumni and students were encouraged to dents have been working on all kinds of acdonate athletic and scholastic memorabilia.
tivities and programs to increase the sense of
The booths and walls were decorated with "togetherness" and community at UPS over
Logger and campus history themes.
the years, striving for a unique sense of school
After the renovation a "Re-Grand Open- spirit.
ing" was held and alumni and students alike
"It's that basic notion of being supportive
gathered for the festivities. The result of the of each other," Dougharty said.
hard work and efforts made by ASUPS is the
In response to people who might ask where
Cellar that UPS students enjoy today.
school spirit at UPS is, or who is actually workBefore considering its work done, the STF ing to improve the school atmosphere,
put effort into helping athletics and the school
Dougharty's response is: "What have you done
of music bring back the Cheer Squad and the lately to help build community on our campep band. They were reintroduced in order to pus?"
0 News Writer Amanda Bevers is a freshman
enhance the atmosphere of athletic events, and
majoring in politics and government.
increase Puget Sound "pep." The two groups
are now a popular part of
several sporting events, but
the spirit is not confined just
to sports.
"This is not just a rahrah athletic thing,"
Dougharty said. "It's about
those connections you create."
Over the past few years,
an increasing number of
concerts, lectures and athletic events have been sponsored in order to increase a
wide range of school spirit
and sense of community.
The term "school spirit," in
essence, indicates a wide
range of participation in
events at UPS, not just athletic pride.
"To me, it's not about
spirit, it's about community," Dougharty said.
In fact, the current variety of activities offered at
UPS indicates a kind of
broad school spirit, one that
fosters a sense of community beyond temporary pep.
Enc Webster. photo
There is a definite founda- SHOW US YOUR SPIRIT — Houston Dougharty spends
tion working to improve at- some rare downtime in his office. Dougharty has helped
titudes and enthusiasm at boost spirit on campus, promoting activities like Maroon
the school, he said.
Fridays.
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Music education major reinstates University pep band
Junior Kristin Kunzelman brings
important component of school
spirit to athletic and pep events
> BY KATIE ROSE
Two years ago, many felt something was missing from the
University's football and basketball games — until Kristin
Kunzelman decided fill in that gap.
Kunzelman, a junior with a major in music education, accomplished this by reestablishing the pep band after a several
year absence from University stands.
With previous direction experience and the help of Matt
Newman in the Athletic Department and Keith Ward, the director of the School of Music, Kunzelman felt up to the task of
bringing back the pep band.
"It wasn't hard for me," she said. "I just pulled some people
together. It's a great way to get involved in school activities."
In the first year, the band had 15 students, but that number
fluctuated from game to game. Kunzelman cited the band's
non-mandatory participation policy and unestablished practice times as reasons behind the wavering numbers.
The end of last year's basketball season marked
Kunzelman's last game as director. After deciding to study in
England for the fall semester, Kunzelman was leaving her stateside studies until spring, but she did not want the pep band to
disappear once she had gone.
To keep the band alive, Kunzelman turned her baton over
to Phi Mu Alpha, the music fraternity. Sophomores Phil Edry
and Robin Bruce-Aijian accepted the responsibility for keeping the pep band up and running.
"I was really excited to see Robin and Phil continue this
year," Kunzelman said. "They're doing a great job."
With three years of high school direction experience, Edry
took over direction and choosing the band's repertoire, while
Bruce-Aijian deals with such administrative work as schedul-

ing times the band will play and communication with the athletic offices. In addition to his responsibilities outside of logistical organization, Bruce-Aijian is one of the band's three
trumpet players.
"That's really why I'm here," he said.
Now with a regularly scheduled Wednesday afternoon practice, Edry and Bruce-Aijian have seen the band maintain a
solid core group of 15 members, but the two sophomores hope
that number will soon rise.
"We like to have people starting out
early in the season to establish a core
group," Bruce-Aijian said. "We're out here
having a good time, and that's what's important."
As with last year, the band is still a voluntary activity that is open to anyone. According to Edry, it provides students with
"a laid-back easy way to keep playing"
their instruments.
To help bring in more students, Edry and
Bruce-Aijian are publicizing the band
through e-mails, flyers, word of mouth and
University activity fairs. The two leaders
look to the symphony, orchestra and University Band for their central group of players.
Members also help promote the band
by finding students who express interest in
playing.
Despite the band's relatively small size, Edry-is proud of
its members.
"I can't speak enough about the guys," he said. "They really put a lot of work into it."
Since the pep band is still new to the campus it has encountered a variety of problems throughout the year, but Edry and
Bruce-Aijian have turned those around to maintain a good relationship with the University.
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One of these problems concerned instruments the band
needed. Since the band plays both at football games and at
men's and women's basketball games, it needed to borrow the
University's drum set.
The short supply of drum equipment was one problem Edry
knew needed to be solved quickly. He was concerned that by
continually borrowing the University's drum set, the band
would cause excessive wear. To resolve this, tl , e, band raised
money to buy the University's music department a new drum set and took the
old one for its own use.
The band's members enjoy contributing to the atmosphere at games. Edry,
Bruce-Aijian and Kunzelman plan to return for the upcoming football and basketball seasons.
Also, having returned from overseas
and with just a few games in the basketball season remaining, Kunzelman
rejoined the band. This time, however,
she is on the other side of the director's
stand, backing up freshman Joe Ezrati
on alto saxophone. Until Kunzelman's
—Joe Ezrati return, Ezrati was the band's only saxoFreshman phone player.
"It's really nice to be able to play
without pressures of big concerts," he
said. "You just get to play fof the 'hell
of it."
Like the difectors and Kunzelman, Ezrati wants to return
in the fall. Ezrati said that he would like to see the band's numbers rise.
"I don't like the size," Ezrati said. "I think it would be a lot
of fun if there were more people. I hope people will see that
it's not really a chore and that it's really fun."

It's really nice to be
able to play without
pressures of big
concert. You just
get to play for the
hell of it.
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0 News Writer Katie Rose is a freshman majoring in politics and
government.
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editor: aurea astro

4 State of ASUPS less than
stellar, conditions no better
On Wednesday, Feb. 20, ASUPS president
David Bahar gave the first State of ASUPS
address to a crowd of less than 20 students.
The majority of the speech involved Bahar
railing on students for not involving themselves with ASUPS enough and complaining
that students didn't know what ASUPS was
or what ASUPS did for them.
Bahar even had the audacity to liken himself to former president John F. Kennedy, urging students to "ask not what ASUPS can do
II) for them, but what they can do for ASUPS."
The problem with making claims that students
are the problem with ASUPS is that, currently,
the state of ASUPS is quite dismal.
Many of the ASUPS committees have
problems meeting (such as the diversity committee) or were lacking senator and student
representatives for a large part of the year (such
as media board), debilitating their ability to
accomplish anything.
Further, the number of senatorial resignations during the fall and spring semesters has
probably set records in ASUPS history. At least
seven senators have left their positions since
II the begining of the academic year.
Additionally, as seen in the upcoming election, the senator at large, senior senator and
off campus senator candidates are all running
unopposed and no junior senator or sophomore
senator candidates are officially registered.
While this doesn't necessarily mean that those
elected are not qualified or prepared for the
job, it does eliminate the chance to present
challenging ideas and innovation.
ASUPS executives might argue that students need to take the initiative to run for these
positions, this past year ASUPS has done little
to spark the interest of the students en-mass.
The Lesra Martin lecture on Wednesday,
Feb. 20 was poorly publicized. Even though
it was an ASUPS event, the Black Student
Union picked up the burden of creating the
most hype for the event. While the Ladysmith
Black Mambazo concert in the fall was "big,"
s the last truly big name to perform at UPS was
Ani DiFranco two years ago (with Shawn
Colvin in the fall of 2000 as a runner-up).
Bringing niche music and lecture acts to
campus does stimulate intellectual and cultural
growth, students need to either be better informed about these events (perhaps through
alternative forms of publicity, such as getting

more professors involved with the events) or
at least have fun with more popular and entertaining events to spark ASUPS interest.
This change in ASUPS must come from
the bottom up. Students must take control of
their student government and exert their influence. The only way this can happen is if
students become involved, even if ASUPS is
not currently enticing this to happen.
Students need to learn about the candidates
for the upcoming election by attending the
Marshall Hall Debates and talking to and questioning all of the candidates. If none of the
candidates have matching values and goals,
start a write-in campaign (with the dismal
number of candidates, basically anyone stands
a chance at being elected).
The current state of ASUPS is bad. The
only way to improve it is by demanding that
ASUPS works for the students by becoming
involved especially by voting.
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Minority students struggle
to eliminate discrimination
To the editor:
After reading the opinion piece by Aurea
Astro, this time I cried. I was saddened more
than angered that someone so ignorant is allowed to use the University newspaper to perpetuate stereotypes and promote hate. Inequality is not an issue of the past that has been
resolved. Just recently in a letter to the editor
in The Trail, discrimination at the Fieldhouse
was exposed.
I am an African American and Korean female. When I visited UPS in my senior year
of high school, I only saw three African American students during my two days on campus.
I was seriously reconsidering coming to this
university. If I had read Astro's opinion piece,
I might not have come.
It is still a struggle for minority students
on campus and minorities in society because
of the negative ways in which we are defined
by Astro and people like her. I hope that Astro
takes some comparative sociology or IPE
courses along with her economics and business, and attends meetings and events of minority groups on campus so that she can
learn that her dream of an eternal white male
dominated capitalist world is 1) not beneficial for everyone, and 2) not possible because
many people including myself won't let it be.
Lavonda Jackson
Student
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Hey kids! Angered apathy is in.
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thumbs down

thumbs up

The bricks on Trimble Hall that actually match the other
buildings on campus.
Women's figure skating.
The small crowd at the State of the ASUPS address by
ASUPS President David Bahar.
The state of the ASUPS.
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Tater-Tot Wednesdays at the Full Fare line.

Recording Academy for failing to give a Grammy to
Music Professor Duane Hulbert.
The really nice Trimble Hall construction workers who
brave the Washington weather all day.

University-caused diesel spill in Commencement Bay.

The Trail is a weekly publication of the Associated Students of the University of
Puget Sound. For questions regarding advertising rates, contact trailads@ups.edu or
(253) 879-3478. Subscriptions by mail are $20 for one semester and $30 for two
semesters. The Trail's circulation is 2,000. The office number is (253) 879-3197.
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Aurca Astro
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Asia Wright
Aimee Rawlins
Megan Gaylord
Tyler Roush
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corrections
Toast Greatly, Now Parrots was incorrectly written as "Toast. Greatly and Now Parrots" in the
thumbs up/thumbs down on page 5.
In Aurca Astro's article "Overly passionate minority group proponents cheat for advantages," Astro
was criticizing the leaders of minority groups, not the members of the group themselves. This was a
miscommunication with the phrase "...too many groups ... act as a pompus cult of self-serving schmucks."
The overall goal of the article was to address specific leaders, as reflected by the headline.
An editing error in the High Society spread failed to correct the mention of the name "Wright,"
which should have been "Patrick."

editorial policy
The staff editorial and thumbs up/thumbs down reflect the views of The Trail's editorial board. Viewpoints columns do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Trail. The Trail encourages all readers to
respond to articles or important issues by writing a letter to the editor. Articles and letters in the Opinions
section arc printed a the discretion of the editorial board. The Trail reserves the right to edit or refuse any
letters that are submitted for publication. All letters must have a signature, full name and phone number
and arc due no later than 4 p.m. on Sundays. Letters may be dropped off in the envelope on the door to the
Media House at 1302 N. Alder St., c-mailed to trail@ups.edu or delivered through the mail to Campus
Mailbox 1095.
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logical function, than how could anyone be
lured to it? However, you can be sure that I'll
alert the "network" to the recruiting possibilities.
Frankly, as long as homosexuals have to
agonize before coming out to our friends, we
have a bit of right to be, "an exclusive faction." Many homosexuals have faced physical violence based solely upon sexual orientation, and every homosexual has lost a friend
because of sexuality. And let us not forget
those who damn homosexuals to hell based
exclusively upon who we love. So excuse us
if we don't embrace the rejection with open
arms. As long as we have to keep presenting
two different faces to the world, we will tend
to be cliquish.
I only hope that Astro and others like her
take a moment to consider what is like to exist in a society that does not fully accept them.
It does not seem selfish to me that we ask for
the most basic of human goods, and if we must
be vocal to accomplish this goal, then I will
scream.
Jason Hennessy
Student
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Homosexuals face inherent
disadvantage in US society
To the editor:
While I cannot speak for the "gay network,"
as an individual homosexual, I feel it is my
duty to respond to Aurea Astro's article on minority groups.
Homosexuals would be much less "adamant in making it such an over-dinner and inyour-face topic of conversation" if heterosexuals would only do the same. Every time I see
a hetero couple holding hands on campus, or
lounging together at the fountain, I am forced
to wonder if my boyfriend and I would be able
to do the same unmolested. The answer is
inevitably no. In a million different ways every single day, I am reminded of the differences that exist between the majority and
myself.
Every time you talk about your boyfriend
or girlfriend, you are unconsciously throwing
your heterosexuality in my face. All too often, when gays attempt to live a normal life,
we are considered to be getting "uppity" and
"straight-bashing."
Perhaps Astro would not think twice about
the sexuality of others if only the matter would
be dropped, but as long as gays are not allowed
to marry, anti-sodomy laws exist and there are
adoption restrictions, gays will have to think
twice about their sexuality. Moreover, these
are only some of the institutionalized forms
of discrimination that exist in the U.S, let alone
the cultural and normative fonris of inequality.
As for the marketing ploys of the homosexuals, it seems rather strange that Astro
would say that homosexuality is an innate biological nature, and then complain that the gay
community is attempting to convert the heterosexual populace. If homosexuality is a bio-

Unconventional viewpoints
deserve praise for courage
To the editor:
I have a few comments to make on Aurea
Astro's article "Overly passionate minority
group proponents cheat for advantages" that
appeared in the Feb. 22, 2002 edition of The
Trail.
I feel that before Astro's article is publicly
lambasted and people start muttering half jokingly about lynching her (something that has
happened when articles that were critical of
the homosexual lifestyle were published in The
Trail. It happened to me two years ago when I
wrote for The Trail), I should make a few comments.
Astro's article, while not written with the
amount of tact that I think it should have been,
points out something that I think is very im-

portant to see about homosexual and black
minority groups, which is a desire to be "separate but equal" in national society.
Now if you think that that phrase "separate but equal," sounds familiar, it's because
it should. It's the phrase that was used to justify segregation in this country in the years
following the Civil War. It's a false, racist and
bigoted idea and one that I hope most Americas wished disappeared as a result of the Civil
Rights moment of the '60s and '70s. Yet I say
that we still see this in America today and Astro
pointed it out clearly and simply in two nationally powerful groups. These groups spend
so much time talking about the need for diversity, but in truth the calls for diversity is
going to split our country apart. What we need
is unity, not diversity. What we need is "united
but still different."
There is a difference between what we call
diversity and what we call differences. The call
for diversity is a call for each group to remain
a unique and different group, separate from
all others, difference means that all can be part
of the same group but still have their own
unique traits.
It's like a stew, what makes a great stew is
when all the ingredients blend together, where
the flavor of one is spread to the others, thus
each part of the stew contains some of the flavor of the other parts while still having its own
unique flavor. The ingredients of a stew are
not nearly as good to eat separate as they are
together.
And I applaud Astro for actually writing
an article that points a finger at two groups
with the worst history of trying to promote
eating the stew bit by bit; groups that put forth
an ideology that is based in "separate but
equal." It takes a lot of guts to write an opinion that you know will get you hated and ridiculed.
Aurea Astro, thank you for standing up for
yourself and voicing an opinion that wouldn't
be popular with everyone. It's nice to know
that there are still people that can actually think

outside the UPS box.
I also wanted to quickly respond to the letter to the editor by William Polensky regarding an article written by Astro about women
in the work place. I would simply like to recommend to Polensky that he actually read the
article before he begins to make assumptions
into all of Astro's beliefs.
His statement "Astro suggests that women
should choose either work or child-bearing and 4
pursue that track, presumably, for their entire
life" clearly shows that Polensky didn't read
the portion of Astro's article where she specifically said that she felt women should raise
the children until they enter primary school,
i.e. first grade.
Astro is not saying that women should give
up all career aspirations to have children, only
that they understand that actually having a
child is a "responsibility." Now I know that's
a hard word for most people to hear, but it's
true. Studies have started to come out showing that children raised in daycare centers are
more likely to turn into bullies as they grow
older, clearly showing that there is a cost to
not having a parent actually raise the child that
they brought into the world.
Astro's only major failing in her article was
not to point out that it doesn't really matter
which parent stays home to help raise a child.
A stay-at-home dad is equally as good as a 411'
stay-at-home mom. Astro was simply trying
to point out on some level that kids are a big
deal.
Raise them or don't have them.
Zachary Stockdale
Student ir

Hate speech needs more
recognition, Trail prudence
To the editor:
While I understand that the opinions section allows for controversial viewpoints, The
Trail should not be a forum for hate speech.
Nathan J. Lilje
Student

Constituent apathy leads to Senate resignations
For any student, this is a huge time commitment. For stuCurrent ASUPS Senate position
dents that are qualified to represent other students and are aldescriptions require extensive time
ready involved with multiple organizations, this commitment
is near to impossible.
commitment, yield unproductive
In my case, I found myself cutting corners with my homework and study habits, practicing my flute and piccolo
atmosphere for meetings
less (to the detriment of my jury scores), writing
> BY SARAH NORRIS
my Trail articles at the last possible moment
and skipping important sorority events.
After a barrage of senators' resignaQualified, level-headed leaders are drawn
tions, we are left to question the leaderto the idea of running for Senate, but typically
ship of the governing body of ASUPS
follow their immediate interest with an all too
in general.
common, "But I just don't have time."
Why did they quit?
If someone had asked me three months ago
As a governing body, Senate would
if I thought a valid excuse to not be involved
seem a mutually advantageous situation.
with the preservation and growth ofASUPS was
As the students' money is delegated
being too busy, I would have responded with an
fairly and justly by elected representatives, senators themselves
indignant, "No way!" Not any longer. Now that I
gain leadership experience, contribute to the growth and development of ASUPS and further, even accomplish a little ré- have experienced the downturn of my own studies, my musicianship, and my inner peace — I am willsumé building.
ing to make allowances for the "time exWhy is this potentially utopian state
cuse." Heck, I gave the time excuse when
plagued with the resignation of senators?
I resigned.
After resigning from my position as
It would seem the
It would seem the other fundamental
senator at large, why should I be writing
issue
with resigning senators (and some
an opinion piece about the governing
other fundamental
that remain) is frustration with the perbody? Am I really that much of a hypoissue with resigning petual absences of other senators and the
crite that, rather than try to help mold and
climate that ensues due
develop the Senate into a more useful, prosenators ... is frustra- counterproductive
to
those
absences.
ductive group, I just quit and now gripe?
tion with the perThere is a problem when not meeting
Here are two reasons that influenced
quorum (the number of senators required
my decision and the decisions of others.
petual absences of
to pass or deny legislation) is a constant
First, the time commitment required of
threat at formal Senate meetings. Furtherother senators and
senators is substantial. Second, some innotifications of absence (which
volved members are not only uncommitthe counterproductive more,
would potentially excuse senators from
ted, but also counterproductive.
meetings) do not occur often enough.
Apart from two evening meetings per
climate that ensues
Missed meetings mean missed inforweek, senators are assigned to chair or sit
due to those abmation. The truly embarrassing and anin on anywhere from one to three cornnoying manifestation of missing meetings
mittees outside of Senate meetings. Senasences.
is having to repeat the information and
tors have weekly office hours to not only
rehashing the same arguments so often.
offer their constituents potential meeting
Not only is this counterproductive, it is
time, but to also work on required senate
disrespectful and untimely.
projects. Senators also have a number of clubs and student
Apart from the negative ramifications of missed meetings,
organizations in which they must maintain contact with, as the
the patience of senators and audience members is tried again
club's senatorial liaison.
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and again with the repetitive nature of some senators. Discussions often go in circles, around and around in a ridiculous
circle of pointlessness. Oftentimes, people spoke to be heard
rather than to add to the discussion at hand.
So, as I step off my personal soapbox, I would conclude
with this: the students of the University of Puget
Sound deserve great senators.
A great irony and injustice occurs when
busy but highly qualified students cannot
commit. Perhaps Senate duties could be dispersed among a larger group of individuals
to prevent qualified candidates from not
running due to the time commitment.
I do feel, however, that all senators
should regularly attend meetings and refrain
from tiring guests and other senators with
futile statements and questions that have been
previously addressed.
There are current senators that work extremely hard for the
student body. It is a shame when those who are less dedicated
and sensitive to the welfare of ASUPS stall their efforts.
As the constituents of senators, I urge you to seek your
senators during their office hours. Show interest in their duties
and demand that your interests be addressed. It is your money
that they are handling. More importantly, attend Senate meetings. During every meeting, there is time set aside for your
comments, questions, and concerns. Not only do the effective
senators want your opinions, the ineffective senators need you
to hold them accountable.
0 A&E Writer Sarah Norris is a sophomore anclibrmer ASUPS
senator majoring in communication.

2001-02 Senate Resignations
Kyle Caldwell
Jennifer Eidum
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Cherilyn Inouye
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Is UPS a waste of money?
Yes: Breaks promises, dreams
> BY CATHERINE CAMBRA
The University of Puget
Sound is an unaccomplished
jock whose motor-mouth
masks its inferiority complex. It seduces you and it
screws you over until you're
penniless, pitiless and pissed.
It roped me in with its promises and beauty, and hung me by the noose of broken promises and dreams once my tuition check was
cashed. At UPS, sophistication is a foreign concept
and learning takes a backseat to looking good. In
short, it was the worst investment of my time and
money that I've ever made. It's my biggest regret.
Granted, if UPS were even the kind of jock that
many UPS athlete-scholars aspire to be and often
are, I might be able to stomach the brochures, or
broken promises or both. But UPS is just a pretentious prep academy posing as a prestigious university, a playpen for the progeny of the idle rich.
It is a pretty bubble, but that's all it has to offer.
It has the brawn, but not brains. Its superior PR ploy
parading ivy-clad pictures of buildings beclouds
students. UPS reps ramble incessantly about the
prestige of the school. Do great athletes have to tell
you that they're great? Indeed, if a besotted jock
tells you what a great athlete he is, you may very
nearly match the claimed virtues to actual vices.
410 UPS reps are especially known for recruiting kids
from Hawaii to beef up diversity numbers without
the difficulties that would follow true diversification, like the athlete who is not willing to sacrifice
but wants the glory. I was sold on UPS by a representative who made the rounds of overpriced prep
schools to find suckers with resources. Over* whelmed by beautiful brochures that supplied imagery that turned out to be free of substance, I was
seduced by a gold-digging deceiver whose accomplishments were more fanciful than factual.
I've heard prosfectives say, "It's so pretty. And
so expensive. It must be good!" Looks may get you
far, but they won't take you to the finish line. And
110 caviar is also expensive, but in my opinion, it tastes
terrible as does the bitter aftertaste of regret when
you realize you've been screwed by your school.
Speaking of prospectives, I was curious as to why
this year, UPS admitted the highest number of freshmen applicants ever. They accepted such a large pool
of applicants that freshmen spilled into the basement of Smith — a dormitory that's normally reserved for upperclassmen. I can only surmise that
because the transfer rate is so high, the admission
officers rightly assumed that they might as well accept a ton of freshmen because they'll see a turnover two years down the road. Sure, UPS is build• ing Trimble Hall to cater to upperclassmen. But my
suspicion is that it just wants to boost the percentage of on campus students to improve their ratings.
That's all that UPS cares about -- looking good.
I'm transferring because I deserve a true education. Silly me — I had romantic visions of being a
scholar, only to be subjected to second-rate professors and peers who are about as stimulating as rocks.
As in any bad relationship, I'm giving my all to this
school and getting nothing in return. I'm parting
before my brain numbs from misuse. I want a divorce. I don't want to hear of this school once I leave.
From firsthand experience, I can confirm that a
lot of UPS students are unmotivated loafs depending on daddy to see them through, and to say that
many of my professors have been substandard is
being kind. I've had to switch my major to politics
and government because it's the only department
that I've had true success with. While I'd be reticent to praise other departments, I can honestly say
that the politics and government professors I've had
are as accomplished and challenging as they are kind
and I'll miss them. They unlocked a new focus for
my life and for that I'm grateful. It's the only positive thing that came out of this UPS nightmare.
But the politics and government department
aside, I now see college as just a costly hoop I have
to jump through before I get on with my life. I'm
just kicking myself for being duped by this
institution's propaganda. I could've invested my tuition bucks in a Mercedes. At least it would've gotten me somewhere in style.
0 Catherine Cambra is a guest writer for The Trail.

No: Diverse activites educate
> BY CHAI BLAIR-STAHN
For many people the decision of which university to attend may seem like it happened forever ago. I'm just a
freshmen and the memory sits
deep in the back of my mind.
But try to recall the period
during your senior year of
high school when you filled
out numerous applications
and researched schools across
the country in the struggle to
find one to your liking.
Choosing a school was a big
decision that would affect the rest of your life.
But most of you reading this are students at the
University of Puget Sound — the school you chose
to attend. You decided that out of all the schools,
UPS had the best to offer. You chose this school not
for just one reason, but for an accumulation of reasons that made UPS right. There are many qualities
that contribute to this school's excellence.
One great thing about our campus is its beauty.
Few college campuses have such a wide diversity
of flora. When students need time to themselves or
to reflect they can just take a walk through the arboretum. It reflects the some of the values (environmental awareness) and goals (learning about
yourself) of the school — despite the fact that our
mascot is a Logger.
Outside of the school, the Puget Sound area also
offers a wide variety of opportunities for students:
Mount Rainer presents hiking, skiing or rock climbing opportunities; Point Defiance provides entertainment and a collection of wildlife from this area;
Seattle, where there is endless entertainment;
Canada, just a few hours away with two big cities;
and the Puget Sound area itself offers a place where
one can relax at the waterfront, ride a ferry, go surfing or jet skiing. Students only need to put in a little
effort to take in all that's available.
The UPS community is a very liberal one that
promotes all points of view and is open to all beliefs and ideas. Students express themselves freely
and not have worry about discrimination. The strong
academic environment challenges students to work
hard and do their best. The campus is big enough
that there is a diverse population, but small enough
that you can almost always see someone you recognize as you walk to classes. There are so many
opportunities for students that there is almost too
much for students to do everything they want. We
get concerts (Ladysmith Black Mambazo, Mason
Jennings, Jacobsen Series) and guest speakers (Richard Morningstar, Karen Eterovich) in addition to
the myriad of clubs and organizations. All the activities offer something for student's diverse likings.
The professors know students. Not only are they
good teachers, but if they see yoti around campus,
they'll stop and say "hi" and find out how you're
doing. Nearly all the staff and faculty on campus
are amiable, kind and helpful, creating a positive,
comfortable atmosphere.
Like all schools, however, UPS has flipside of
the coin, too: there is both the serious academic environment and the party life available to students.
It's where you chose to place yourself that determines what you get out of the college experience.
Of course some students drink every weekend —
even regularly during the week. But this situation
is not unique to UPS; no doubt it happens at Harvard,
too. Among the beer cans, are many hardworking,
dedicated and intelligent students at UPS as well.
Not that I want to sound like a UPS brochure
that's sent out to prospective students, but I do believe that UPS is a great school that is worth the
money we pay to go here. Despite the almost cliche
aspects, the most important factor for students is
just the good feeling they get from this school —
one of pride, satisfaction and comfort. Each student could create their own list full of intimate reasons as to why UPS is such a great university for
him. Unfortunately, there are some students who
don't share the feeling — and that's why they can
transfer. But for the majority of students here, UPS
is the only place to be.'
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0 Chai BlaU=Stahn is a freshman from Tucson,
Arizona.

What is your best or
worst memory at
UPS?
Virginia Wong
senior

"My best memory
would be meeting
all my friends."

Lara Lee-Reavis
senior

"Last year's luau

David H ughes
sophomore
"My worst memory
is realizing on the
last day of classes
that we live in "a
Class D small
urban area."

Blaire Notrica
freshman

"Folk dance class.
So much fun!"

Karen Boedecker
mother
"When my son
broke his collarbone playing
football in the
grass in front of
the SUB."
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closer look premiers the first look in a series of stories
to post:doctorate researchers to interns like
herself throughout Fred Hutchinson.
"The lab I was in was a transcription lab,"
she said. "My project was working with RNA
polymerase III transcription. I was measuring
the RNA levels in yeast cells from different
stages of growth and seeing how they changed
throughout the cell cycle. I was introduced to
Krick spent last summer in a 10-week in- a lot of different research techniques."
In addition to the hands-on experience in
ternship program at Seattle's Fred Hutchinson
cancer
research that her internship provided,
Cancer Research Center, working among the
Krick
loved
having the opportunity to talk with
foremost research scientists in the nation.
other
people
who have pursued similar career
"I had been interested in the program from
paths
to
the
one
she is currently considering.
the moment I became a biology major, but they
"Being able to talk to other scientists, talk
really wanted people who were between their
junior and senior years to apply for the intern- _ to other post-docs and grad students and see
ships," Krick said. "They pick about 22 people how their experience in science has been was
great," Krick said. "The graduate students
from across the country, and they get hundreds
were very helpful, both in the lab and talking
of applications, so that was pretty cool."
Besides the normal childhood pastimes of to them about possible graduate school opporswimming, skiing and ballet, she enjoyed ex- tunities. It's been a really great experience to
ploring scientific thought. Krick said her fa- work with people who are very well-known
throughout their world. My principal investither, a chemist for the Food and Drug Administration, inspired her to pursue science pro- gator is one of the top researchers in the transcription field. It was awesome."
fessionally. She enrolled at UPS, citing the
In addition to working one-on-one with
strength of its science departments and the
researchers, Krick had the opportunity to meet
beauty of the campus as primary motivators.
Lee Hartwell, Fred Hutchinson's director, who
Science majors can get summer research grants
won
the Nobel Prize for physiology or medithrough the University, but Krick wanted to
cine
in
2001 for his work with yeast genetics.
work in the cancer research field, and Fred
She
is still awaiting acceptance letters to
Hutchinson provided that opportunity.
the
graduate
programs she is considering —
"I was interested in cancer research and I
wanted to have some sort of research experi- the University of Washington, the University
of Oregon and the University of California at
ence when I went to graduate school next fall,"
she said. "I just wanted to get out there and San Diego. UCSD, she said, is her first choice.
Graduate school will take Krick about five
see how it's
to
six
years. Krick anticipates going into cell
done, see if
and
molecular
biology research or cancer reit's anything
search
after
getting
more experience through
I would like
her
graduate
school
program. After her postto do for a
doctorate work, she intends to continue to do
career."
Working research, either for an institute like Fred
with the Hutchinson or as a professor.
"I really like being in a lab and doing reprincipal insearch,"
Krick said. "For three semesters here
vestigator of
at
UPS,
I've
been a TA for introductory biolher lab,
ogy
labs
and
cell biology. That's been a really
Krick conducted her great experience, just being able to teach other
own research people what I know about biology. I've taken
under the a lot of chemistry and physics and biology
Melissa guidance of classes and I've always enjoyed all the labs.
I'm a little upset this semester because I don't
Krick, mentors and have
a lab.
advisors
"But I'll be back there soon."
senior ranging from
professional
by lianna davis
researchers

Some college students spend
their summers lounging by the
pool. Others get minimum-wage
retail jobs to pay rent. Then
there's UPS senior Melissa Krick,
who tries to find the cure for
cancer.
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I just wanted to

get out there
and see how
it's done, see if
it's anything I
would like to
do for a career.

was kind of a disappointment."
Fate intervened, and at a meal at Jillian's
during UPS orientation, Duschense found of
about a try-out for the Tacoma Sabercats.
Despite an embarrassing entrance — he forgot to take his skate guards off and fell as soon
as he hit the ice — Duschense managed to impress the coaches with his speed and passion.
They signed him up as a developmental player,
which meant that he could practice with t*
team and sub in for some games.
At the end of the year they offered him a
Although he remains humble about his position on the team, but Duschense wanted
abilities, Duschense plays well enough to have to think about it.
"I don't see a future with the Sabercats,"
been offered a contract with the Tacoma
he said. "There are guys Ge l
Sabercats and to practice with
the team that are 35 and this
the Russian Olympic Hockey
team while they prepared for
is all they do. There isn't
competition in Salt Lake City.
much chance for getting
"I actually was a figure
scouted out from this team."
skater for longer than I've
The coach gave him a year
played hockey," he said.
to think about it. In the meanFrom the time he was 2 years
time, he practiced with th9
old until he was 10,
Russian Olympic team.
Duschense's mother found a
After only three and a half
way to get him to the figure
years of hockey, Duschense
skating rink to practice. "All
admits he's been changed.
my friends played hockey, but
"For the first year and a
my mom couldn't get me to
half, I would smile at peoplft
the hockey rink," he said. .
Leandre on the ice. I was convinced I
Duschense preferred fast
change hockey, that I
skating and chasing people
Duschense, could
could
keep
the intensity witharound the rink to jumps and
sophomore
"put
all
the
trash
talk. When I
tricks. This made committing
hit
people
I
would
smile at
to figure skating difficult.
them,
big,
big
smile
and Jai
"I was a brat," Duschense
would apologize sometimes.
said. "None of the instructors
liked me, really."
I think people thought I was crazy. But I don't
His figure skating career ended when he
do that anymore, because smiling breaks your
moved to Dallas, Texas. He didn't hit the ice concentration."
again until his junior year in high school. He
What does Duschense plan to do now?
and a friend promised each other to get equip"I don't think I'll try out for the Sabercats
ment and play together on a hockey club.
again," he said.
When they finally got skates and got on the
Instead, Duschense has set his eyes on bigice, his friend realized he didn't like to skate, ger goals: he plans to try out for the U.S. Olymbut Duschense stuck with it.
pic Hockey development team in five months.
"I don't do anything half-assed," he said.
"I have five months to gain 25 pounds and keep
"I go all the way or I quit." He began work at
my body fat under five percent." He's already
the skating rink so he could practice every
gained six pounds, but he knows his buildi
morning at 2 a.m. When he graduated from
could be a problem. "Nobody thought I'd
high school, he'd been playing about a year
make it this far, not even my mom. I was the
and a half.
only one who thought I could do this."
"I thought I wasn't going to do anything
else with hockey. I wanted to go to UPS, but
by kathryn philbrook
I knew they didn't have a hockey team, and it

For sophomore Leandre
Duschense, life has been a lot like
the movie "The Cutting Edge" in
reverse, without the love story.
Where the movie's main character
begins as a member of the
Olympic Hockey Team and
becomes a figure skater,
Duschense began as a figure
skater in Canada and eventually
became a hockey player.
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I was convinced I could
change hockey,
that I could
keep the intensity without all
the trash talk.
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zat feature unique students and their accomplishments
Working against intolerance
has become a personal goal for
Itinior Melissa Dutton. During the
summer of 2001, she had the
opportunity to witness firsthand
the importance of teaching
tolerance in society by
emphasizing responsibility and
*ccountability.

Dutton also gave a speech and sang at Black
Student Union's talent show on Feb. 18.
She has seen students at UPS fail to understand their roles in combating intolerance numerous times though one situation sticks out
in her head.
During her freshman year, Dutton read
Peggy MacIntosh's "Unpacking the Invisible
Knapsack." After discussing the piece with
other students in her dorm, she saw that some
of the students weren't willing to understand
Dutton, who is majoring in music and comthe concepts.
parative sociology, was one of five students
To Dutton, this represented a general lack
selected to intern at the Museum of Tolerance
of interest and understanding when it comes
in Los Angeles, Calif. Dutton is also the first
to issues relating to tolerance.
UPS student to receive a position at the mu"We all have to be responsum. She learned about the
sible and take accountability,"
opportunity at the UPS job
Dutton said.
Web site.
The experience of working
As an intern, Dutton priat
the
Museum of Tolerance
marily worked with younger
itself
was
also rewarding and
visitors. First, however, the
interesting
for Dutton.
interns went through a class
A
major
component of
• which they learned about
Dutton's
job
as
an intern at the
the purpose of the museum
museum
was
going
through
and the background of the exartifacts
with
children
and exhibits and artifacts. "Because
plaining how the artifacts afit is such a sensitive issue, we
fected them. The artifacts inwanted to get the facts
cluded Nazi paraphernalia
straight," Dutton said.
with
swastikas.
alt The museum focuses priShe
remembers two incimarily on the existence of inMelissa
dences
when teaching chiltolerance in the United States,
Dutton, dren had an impact on her.
as well as an analysis of the
Both involved the Holocaust.
Jewish Holocaust during
junior
When showing a picture of
World War II. It also looks at
a
three-bed-high
bunk-bed,
the manifestation of hate
Dutton
asked
the
children
to
.rough various media outguess
how
many
people
lets. Dutton explained that the
museum shows "how easily it can happen in would sleep on the bed. Most guessed two or
three people. When she explained that the
speech, articles and other media."
She noted that people spreading hate mes- Nazis forced three to six people to sleep on
sages were some of the first to jump on the the bunk beds, the inhumanity of the situation
j4nternet bandwagon, exploiting the Web to daunted the children.
Dutton also recalls the bewilderment of the
"share their messages of hate with others.
Dutton said that the museum teachers children when they learned that a 5-foot-9-inch
people that accountability and personal choice man could weigh 65 pounds. "It really brought
into the picture the abuses and how horrible
are important ways to combat intolerance.
The internship at the museum has impacted the Holocaust was," she said.
"It was such an eye opening experience,"
Dutton's experience at UPS as well. "It made
Dutton
said, although she does not plan to
ire more aware of issues dealing with tolerwork
at
the Museum of Tolerance vain in the
ance and hate," she said.
Drawing from what she learned at the mu- summer of 2002. If she were to live in California again, however, she would definitely be
seum, Dutton spoke at the Martin Luther King
Jr. Day event at UPS. She urged audience interested in returning.
members to be responsible with their own acby jason ronbeck
tions and act accountably.
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Because it (the
Holocaust) is
such a sensitive issue, we
wanted to get
the facts
straight.

Ay,

Freeman, Digges, Humberdt, Ruiz-Puyana
and Strand have been friends since they met,
but can't seem to remember how KUPS's first
sketch comedy radio show came into being.
"I think it was Brian's idea," Humberdt
said. But then, "It just kind of happened,"
Digges said.
Nor can the five of them agree what the
subtitle ought to be: Brian Strand et al? Kelly
Digges and Co.? The Emlyn Freeman Comedy Hour? "I don't care," Ruiz-Puyana said.
They call it an exercise in acting as well as
in writing.
"Sketch comedy tends to be purely visual.
We're used to seeing slapstick," Digges said.
"Having it on radio presents a challenge."
"But then," Freeman chimed in, "it hai its
bonuses. We don't have to memorize lines.
We can read the script." As for writing, the
five of them wanted to see if they could really
produce an hour's worth of comic material
every week.
"The answer, of course, is no," Freeman
said with a laugh. "Which is why we also play
music."
Everyone on the team contributes to creating the show. Strand they call the core of the
group, that and the Tall One.
"Every radio show needs a tall man," said
Strand wryly.
Humberdt is the Dumb One, although his
original title was the Funny One. That honor
was stolen by Freeman.
"He resents this," Freeman said. Then with
a twinkle in his eye said, "It will tear us all
apart."
Digges is the Precise One, "which means
I'm a smart ass," he said.
And Ruiz-Puyana has the joy of being the
Token Girl in the group.
They get together and riff ideas off each
other in conversation: "We can't have a conversation anymore without saying, 'Hey, that
would be a great sketch idea,'" Humbert halfcomplained. Then they separate, individually
write out sketches and get back together to
meld the pieces into a coherent whole.

"The idea
is not that we
are consistently funny,
but that we
keep writing.
Saturday
Night Live
isn't always
funny, but
it's worth it
for the occasional kernel,
for those
gems,"
Digges said.
—Kelly Digges,
Strand
freshman
agreed with
Digges.
"Yeah, for
every Luke
and Han's Excellent Adventure, there is a Pizza
Pirates." The group moans at the thought of
Pizza Pirates.
When they find an idea that works, the fearless five want to keep it going.
"We want to have running gags," said
Digges. "It gives us a bit of structure."
"They have to be things that are inherently
funny but pop in for no apparent reason," said
Strand.
Some running gags they've incorporated
already include starting each show by kicking
some strange person out of the booth, Star
Wars and Lord of the Rings jokes, and adventures of NPR Guy and Roy the Evil Warlord.
"It's great because we can start our ideas
for next weeks sketch by just asking, 'What's
Roy up to now?"' Freeman said.
Sketch comedy fans can look forward to
hearing about how Roy gets cast in a play, goes
on a date and joins a philosophy class.
The Voices in Youi Head have plans for
the future.
"We'd like to get into live sketch comedy.
We'd do it in the Rendezvous and call it
`Voices in the Vouz,'" said Ruiz-Puyana.
Although they say they'd do it without an
audience, Humberdt has other ideas.
"I'm thinking Massive Nation Fame.
Grotipies. Gioupies."
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How did "The Voices in your
Head" get started? If you ask the
five creators, sophomore Brian
Strand, freshmen Emlyn
Freeman, Kelly Digges, Drew
Humberdt and Liz Ruiz-Puyana,
you'll probably get five different
answers.

The idea is not
that we are
consistently
funny, but that
we keep writing. Saturday
Night Live isn't
always funny.
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by kathryn philbrook

editor: aimee rawlins

Loca Restaurant Reviews
Staff Favorites:
prima Grill
601 S. Pine Street, Tacoma
253-383-7000
$25-35 for two

MaItlaitcs
516 Garfield S., Parkland
253-537-4191
$25-50 for two
Wild Ginger
1401 3rd Ave., Seattle
206-623-4450
$20-60 for two

Knapp's Restaurant
2705 N. Proctor, Tacoma
253-759-9009
$10-15 for two

THAI GARDEN
1202 S.11th St., Tacoma
253-627-2590

Buccal di Beppo
701 9th Avenue North, Seattle
(206) BIG-A-BUT
$20-30 for two

The Antique Sandwich Co,
5102 N. Pearl St., Tacoma
(253) 752-4069
$10-15 for two

May's Vietnamese
2514 N. Proctor St., Tacoma
(253) 756-5092
$15-25 for two

The Old Spaghetti Factory
1735 S. Jefferson Ave., Tacoma
(253) 383-2214
$15-20 for two

It's Greek To Me
1703 6th Ave., Tacoma
(253) 272-1735
$10-15 for two

New Orleans Creole Cafe
10716 A St. S., Tacoma
,

(253) 538-9359
$20-25 for two

Marna Stortini's RistOrante
371YBridgeport Way W., Parkland
(253) 566-1976
$25-30 for two

Sar's Oriental Cuisine
4612 N. Pearl, Tacoma
(253) 761-2727
$20-30 for two

CHEVY'S FRES11 Pint
3702 S. Fife St, Tacoma
(253) 472-5800
$30-35 for two

Gateway to India
2603 6th Ave., Tacoma
(253) 552-5022
$30-35 for two

ginoeiehro
3819 N. 26th Si, Tacoma
(253) 752-1111
Price Range: $35-45 for two

The Sunriser Restaurant
> BY KATHLEEN SULLIVAN
The bell of the rustic front door jingles, and
a jovial round-faced woman greets you as if
she's known you for 10 years. Her name is
Tess, and with a large grin and a thickly-accented voice, she gestures toward your table
with a swoop of her hand, and then
there you are – seated in the delightful Sunriser Restaurant.
The Sunriser is a
small family-owned restaurant about a five
minute drive from campus, located on 2705 6th
Ave. next to House of
Tattoo. The friendly ambience, the personable
servers and the flavorsome food make this restaurant absolutely charming.
The Sunriser's small size offers its visitors a seat either at the counter or
in small tables or booths that look out on 6th•
where one realizes the restaurant's namesake
as the sun rises over the street.
For those of you familiar with The Sunriser,
take note that it now opens at 7 a.m., contrary
to its previous opening time of 6 a.m. For so
early in the morning, though the servers are

on the ball, offering quick and enthusiastic service. A warm person promptlygreets you, tells
you about the specials and takes your order.
Although there isn't anything especially
noteworthy about the menu at first glance, the
prices are quite reasonable. The token
"Sunriser 222" will get you two pieces of
French toast, two eggs and two pieces
of bacon for $5.55. There is also
a great variety in the size of
the portions, making the
menu appeal to a range of
appetites.
For a lighter breakfast
you can get French toast
for under $3. For the more
hefty eaters, you can devour an eight egg (that's
right, eight egg) omelet for
about $8. Even more impressive than the omelet's size is the
pound of hash browns served with several of the meals.
As you await the arrival of your food
(which is not long), take in the pleasant, homey
atmosphere. The soft oldies music playing in
the background, the coffee cups hanging on
the wall and the plaques that boast of their multiple awards for "best breakfast in town" make
you feel relaxed and in good company.

Le-Le

Now we come to the best part – the food.
The food arrives on huge plates, enough to
allow for the its mammoth portions. The food
is hot and hearty, having a home-cooked taste
and a pinch of cinnamon or a slab of cheese in
unexpected but tasty places. The heaviness
of the food leaves you with a thick feeling.
Make sure you come to The Sunriser with an
empty stomach; you're sure to leave feeling
full if not stuffed.
One of the restaurant's strengths lies in its
good-humped, relaxed aura. From the greeting to the final bite, it feels like you know the
owners and have come here for years, like most
of the eaters probably have. In a movie-like
fashion, the waitress knows the regulars – she
calls them by name and brings them their usual
meal. The cook goes out to meet the guests
and asks how the customers are doing. The
waitress will run out of the kitchen just to wave
you goodbye. These subtle nuances contribute to make The Sunriser one of the most cornfortable, homey and especially scrumptious
restaurants in town.
The Sunriser is open Monday through Friday, 7 a.m. until 12:30 a.m. and not on weekends or holidays. No personal checks are accepted. The phone number is (253) 627-8622.
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0 A&E Writer Kathleen Sullivan is a sophomore
majoring in FLIA.
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> BY SARAH NORRIS

> BY BETTE MUIRHEAD
In the heart of Tacoma's Hilltop neighborhood lays a gem of
a restaurant that, in all honesty,
I don't want to share with anyCathy Walker photo
one. Yet, that wouldn't be fair.
Since I believe in evenhandedness, I will swallow my complaints and share.
Le-Le is located at 1012 S. Martin Luther King Jr. Way. It's
a small restaurant, reminiscent of a small town diner with white
Formica tables, white walls and bright un-romantic fluorescent lighting. The decor makes a vague attempt at ambiance
with occasional Oriental-styled art pieces on the walls, most
of which are rather kitschy and tend to look more ridiculous
than authentic in the surroundings. The whole effect is enough
to assure the consumer that this place would never had lasted
had there not been something else going for it.
This something else that keeps people coming back is most
definitely the food. Le-Le is run by the daughter of the previous head chef at the popular East West Café, Tuc T. Dinh, who
is now the chef here. Le-Le's food is of the same quality as
that of its slightly more well known and popular rival restaurant. However, since the location is much less than congenial,
the prices are as much as $4 cheaper for any given entrée.
Given the incredibly low prices you will be shocked at both
how much food you get and how wonderful it tastes.
The appetizers include the mainstay egg rolls, spring rolls
and fried wontons, as well as the more original Saigon crepe
— a delicious creation filled with been sprouts, onions, yellow mung bean, prawns and chicken served with a light sweet
and sour dipping sauce.
Entrée selections include egg noodle dishes, with beef,
chicken or seafood and veggies over egg noodles; curry dishes,
with the meat and vegetables in a curry sauce with steamed
rice; Vietnamese salad bowls; soups — beef, rice, and egg
noodle; and steamed rice dishes, served with meats and vegetables. Every entree is well prepared and delicious, but definitely try the Pad Thai, a pan fried rice noodle dish from Thailand with bean sprouts, peanuts and your choice of chicken,
beef or prawns; and Swimming Angel, a chicken dish with
peanut sauce, sautéed spinach and carrots served with steamed
rice. If none of these are up your alley there are 66 others to
choose from.
Dessert choices are limited to ice cream: ginger, coconut,
green tea, mango and sweet red bean to be exact. The mango
and coconut are both delicious.
Le-Le is open from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m: Monday through Sunday. Takeout is available. For directions or takeout call (253)
572- 9491. You can also find out about Le-Le and its menu
online at http://Lerestaurant.topcities.com .

The quaint Europa Bistro in the Proctor District of North Tacoma offers
a promising dining experience. Returning to the bistro for my third visit, I
once again hoped and prayed that the food would match the quality of the
atmosphere. Once again, I was disheartened with the outcome.
Calling early to make dinner reservations is a good idea. Europa has
very few tables, adding a level of intimacy rather than inconvenience.
It is the intimate appeal, the waiters shouting across the dining room in
Italian, the chef introducing himself to guests, and the charming, warm
decor that strike visitors upon entering Europa.
A small Italian bistro in North Tacoma is special when the waiters actually speak Italian and the chef is from Italy. Further, it is all too easy to be
wooed by the waiters greeting female guests with, "Ciao, Bella!" and the
like. In my three visits to Europa, the chef has approached my table and
asked about my food. I am always enchanted with the service and polite
nature of Europa's wait staff and chef.
However, despite the great efforts that the wait staff and chef take to
make all guests feel like family, aversions regarding the food can't be denied. Europa's menu offers classic Tuscan and Northern Italian selections,
as well as a few Northwest favorites. The wine menu is fairly complete for
those who enjoy quality red wines with their dinner. Diners can enjoy wines
like the Duetorri Merlot ($4.50 a glass) to the lush Barbaresco Gaja ($280 a
bottle). The white wine selection is limited, with only a few listings.
For starters, I recommend trying either the caesar or spinach salads, both
a wonderful start to a meal that could potentially disappoint. Insofar as
entrees are concerned, Europa offers not only an extensive array of seafood
options but presents many thoughtful pasta, chicken and beef dishes, some
of which have proven quite good, others rather dangerous.
Upon being seated and, hopefully, receiving menus, the wait to order
food may be substantial. Therefore, it is a good idea to place all beverage
and food orders right away to expedite the waiting process.
The grilled chicken salad with sundried tomatoes, fresh tomatoes, cucumber, artichoke heart and balsamic vinaigrette salad proved a nice surprise for my one of my guests. The dish was light, fresh and not smothered
with overbearing flavors.
Pasta staples like the Capellini Pomodoro ($7.95) and the spicy Capellini
Putanesca ($9.95) are excellent upon first taste. I recommend, however,
that diners proceed with great caution. The blatant, over-bearing misuse of
raw garlic will catch up on the digestive system later on – guaranteed.
Other dishes on the entrée menu – much like the capellini dishes – are
such violations of garlic use that the more delicate flavors are smothered.
The penile with wild mushrooms and sausage in a creamy sun-dried
tomato sauce is again overrun with garlic, a bit on the heavy side and follows suit with other dishes in that it is far too large for consumption.
The bottom line is that all diners should come hungry if they want decent Italian in a fabulous atmosphere close to campus. One final word of
caution: all sensitive stomachs beware – Europa Bistro is not shy with its
use of garlic.
Europa is located on 2515 N. Proctor Street in the Proctor District of
Tacoma. For reservations, call (253) 761-5660.

A&E Writer Bette Muirhead is a sophomore majoring in biology.

0 A&E Writer Sarah Norris is a sophomore majoring in communication.
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Rock Pasta `Believer' hard to believe in

sion before the second act starts.
The second act is where the promise of the story falls apart.
What do you get when you mix a promising plotline with The first incredibly long scene of only two scenes in the secmediocre acting, a fantastic set and a disappointing ending?
ond act sets out to explain and answer the questions and inOn the one hand you get a critic who doesn't know how to trigues of the first act. Unfortunately, that is the last thing that
review the play, and on the other you get an audience that's not needs to be done and the result is that the end of the play turns
sure whether it enjoyed what it saw. into a long-winded tirade about true love and the "true belief."
Also, you get a play that probably won't go much farther than
The very short last scene almost manages to redeem what
its world premiere season.
has transpired, showing Kevin discussing his father as "the
"The Last Tnie Believer" in its world premiere run now at best man he never knew" with one of the men who opposed
the Seattle Repertory Theater is one such play. Written by Robert and finally killed him. This scene comes close to redemption,
William Sherwood, "The Last True Believer" is a story about but by then the end has become rather disappointing.
the legacy of the Cold War in the lives of the people who lived,
Two other aspects of this show that influence the confused
and more importantly fought it.
emotion of critic and audience are the set design and acting.
The Cold War was not
The set is quite elaborate,
fought with battles and
moving and changing bewar machines, but rather
tween scenes — somewith intrigue, plots, coups
thing the Seattle Rep is not
and politics. Accordingly,
known for and something
the people who fought
that could very easily be
were not soldiers but
done badly. The set design
spies, men and women
for this show, however,
who lie for a living to evwas wonderful. Each set
eryone around them —
was appropriate and unfamily, friends and themderstated.
selves.
The lighting design
"The Last True Begave an underlying tone
liever" is based on a novel
that supported the emoby John Le Carre, an extional message of each and
British intelligence officer
every scene, from a brilturned spy novelist. It
liant red that made everystarts as a very promising
thing feel tense and angry
story, of one young man
to an affected sunset that
affected by the consehelped convey the sense of
Photo courtesy Chris Bannon
quences of his father liv- REASON TO 'BELIEVE' — "The Last True Believer," by Robert
closure in the excessively
ing this life of lies and es- William Sherwood, is currently playing at the Seattle Repertory
long second to last scene.
pionage.
While the set design
Theater.
It is a story that is more
was nothing short of masunfamiliar to the current
terful, the acting left much
generation of young people than it is to the generation of our to be desired. There were two very solid performances from
parents. This makes "The Last True Believer" potentially some- Rigby and Peter A. Jacobs (playing the peripheral role ofJurgen
thing of an educational experience to younger audiences. It Matheus). They were surrounded by mediocrity that made the
could have been a great tool to see into the lives of our parents play seem much more like a group of people speaking lines
as children and young adults, when the Cold War was very than a cohesive and believable story that draws in the audimuch a reality.
ence. The first scene between Goss and McCarthy was almost
Unfortunately, the plotline doesn't live up to this promise. painful in its awkwardness.
In the play, it's almost five years after the fall of the Berlin
"The Last True Believer" should have ended after the first
Wall and the end of the Cold War. A young man, Kevin Ander- act, because then at least the audience's confusion would have
son (played by Coby Goss), has found out certain things about been more akin to curiosity about what really happened in the
his father's supposed "suicide" and has gone to an old family apparent "suicide" than whether or not it was a waste of two '
friend Philip Daniels (Terence Rigby) with his family, wife Mar- hours and 42 perfectly good dollars.
garet (Lisa Harrow) and daughter Jessica (Liz McCarthy) to
"The Last True Believer" runs until March 24, with shows
get what answers he can.
at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday and at 2 p.m. on SaturThe first act is intriguing, asking difficult questions and day and Sunday. Tickets are $10 for students. Call (206) 443weaving a complex pattern of lives, loves and lies. It leaves the 2222 for tickets or more information.
audience questioning everything over the 15 minute intermis- OA & E Writer Bette Muirhead is a sophomore majoring in biology.

> BY BETTE MUIRHEAD

> BY KATHRYN PHILBROOK
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"You didn't get the pizza?" my friend Paul asked
incredulously. "The only reason to go to Rock Pasta
is for the pizza." Oops. The truth of Paul's statement
I discovered when, after ordering the My My Hey Hey
Pasta, my heavy-cholesterol sensors shorted out from
an overload, and my tastebuds went on hiatus. "Hey
babe," they said, "You're on your own. We aren't sticking around for this meal."
I only have myself to blame. When I read the description of the dish — rigatone pasta in a cream sauce
with bits of peppered bacon, sundried tomato and onions — I should have guessed that it Would be too heavy.
However, I thought that when they said "bits" of peppered bacon, they meant small shavings, approximately
the size of confetti. They actually meant short slices
of bacon, about two inches long and an inch wide.
I also thought, that when they said "sundried tomato" they meant a dash of sundried tomato for flavor,
not 12 whole sundried tomatoes thrown into a pasta
bowl. As for the onions, I have no excuse. Onions are
onions. What it all adds up to, though, is that Rock
Pasta's food is heavy on the sauce, and overloaded with
toppings. So many flavors compete against each other
in one dish that there is no room to enjoy them.
The pizza is different. Ask Paul. He'll tell you that
the Sweet Emotions Pizza, with marinera sauce, sauteed spinach, carmelized onions and mushrooms is a
vegetarian dream, as well as delicately delicious.
All the dishes, in case you haven't noticed, are
named after classic rock tunes, except for Ripp's Revenge, a pizza named after the Tacoma News Tribune's
food critic, Bart Ripp. In fact, the whole restaurant
works around the theme of classic rock and roll, from
the record album covers of "Abbey Road" and "Dark
Side of the Moon" on the wall, to the tongue in cheek
explanation of how the restaurant got started on the
back of each menu.
According to legend, Rocco's mama, Mrs. Pastarelli,
owned a restaurant in Milan. After her husband died in
a freak surfing accident, she and Rocco moved to New
York. Rocco then went on to try his luck in the world
of rock n' roll, but ended up on the unemployment list.
So, he started Rock's Pasta as a memorial to Mrs.
Pastarelli, who died in a freak hang-gliding accident.
The restaurant was meant to blend his loves of music
with his mother's cooking, and add a distinctly american
accent to the food.
Well, the food is distinctly American, especially in
the size of dishes. When I asked for a glass of water,
they plunked down a twenty-four ounce glass, full to
the brim. My pasta dish was enough food for at least
two meals, but that is fortunate since it cost $9.95. Appetizers run from $3 to $8, and the best valued meals
are the calzones which don't come with salad but cost
$6 to $8. The main dishes — pasta and pizza — run
from $9.25 to $11.95, which are reasonable prices unless you factor in the fact that the pasta tastes awful.
The best part about Rock Pasta, though, is the service. While you may have to wait up to half an hour
to get your table, the waitresses are friendly and efficient. The moment I sat down, my waitress was at my
table asking for my order. Before I had finished my
salad, which, I might add, was pretty good, she had
brought me my meal. Hardly a minute after I had
pushed my plate away from me, she was there asking
if I needed a to-go box. While it's true that the waitresses look a little disheveled, and don't really have
consistent uniforms, they do give great service.
Rock Pasta can be found at 1920 S. Jefferson, right
next door to Buzzard Discs. I recommend going there,
even if you don't enjoy the food, just because Buzzard
Discs is the best used CD store in town. But then, that's
another article.
OA & E Writer Kathryn Philbrook is a senior majoring in
English and theatre.

•
Sara Ramey prat°

ROCK ON! — The bar at Rock Pasta presents a
creative alternative to traditional bar hopping.
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Players wanted: 'Dead or Alive 3'
> BY RYAN J. PAYTON
Few expected Microsoft's "Halo" to be as
good as it was. The same goes for Tecmo's Xbox
fighter "Dead or Alive 3."
For anyone familiar with the first two installments of the "Dead or Alive" series, awe-inspiring environments and gorgeous women have
made the guiles popular among teenage boys and
restless, fighting game fans. With "Dead or Alive
3," the developers at Team Ninja continue the series' tradition by offering beautiful backdrops and
great looking women.
Interestingly enough, the developers have
made vast improvements to the game's fighting
system which makes "Dead or Alive 3" one of
the best fighters around in recent memory.
Surprisingly, the overbearing sexual themes
of the first two games have been significantly
suppressed in this installment. While the women
still wear tight-fitting outfits or barely anything
at all, the focus has turned to the versatility of
the characters and the strategic elements of the
player's surroundings.
While few games can claim the title for long,
"Dead or Alive 3" is currently the best looking game
you can buy. Instead of women, its tranquil and
multi-layered backgrounds are now the game's major selling point. Players can duke it out on sandy
beaches or admist violent snow storms. Garners can
also plow their opponents off cliffs and through
walls. This all but gurantees a chorus of "oohs"

CHALLENGING THE STATUS QUO — "Dead or Alive 3" represses

sexual themes in favor of other graphic elements.
and "ahhs" from even your more jaded onlooker.
Although Team Ninja did a fantastic job in
strengthening the game's fighting system, it still
comes up short to the depth of Sega's "Virtua
Fighter" series and Namco's "Tekken" and "Soul
Caliber" games. If you can't wait until fall for
Namco's much-anticipated "Soul Caliber 2," then
"Dead or Alive 3" should satisfy your fighting
game cravings – for now.
OA & E Writer Ryan J Payton is a junior majoring
in FLIA with an emphasis in Japanese.
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Speaker searching for MLK
replacement will visit UPS
Shakespeare; everyone can relate to his works. In the same way,
one can be young or old to understand Walker's message.
"I finally figured it out, I'm an artist," said Philip Walker, a
After making a historical literary correlation, Walker ties
member of the African American Drama Company (AADC)
his work into the current events of Sept. 11. He defines our
who will be speaking on campus March 5. The AADC is the time as the age of a nameless, faceless enemy: "Alexander the
most widely toured fine arts association in the nation, and
Great, King Nero, they knew who their enemy was, but we
Walker will be performing a one-man play titled, "Can I Speak don't."- He says that we must learn to recognize the enemy
for You Brother?" In the above quote, Walker described why
and find new ways with dealing with them apart from resolvhe quit teaching and decided to
ing to fight awar.
turn to performance instead.
He believes that the nation's reBefore beginning his motley
sponse to Sept. 11 was a ridiculous
play that combines poetry,
display of leadership, and calls the
storytelling, drama, dance, etc.,
young people of today to figure out
Walker was the first black tenurehow the lead the world. He says
line teacher at the University of Ilthat he "hopes we realize that life is
linois. Walker expressed how he
more than getting a good job and
fought hard to get his position but
driving a Mercedez Benz, otherwise
then realized that in his classes there
America itself will end up enslaved,
were no black students – nobody
just as the black man was."
to pass along his message. That's
Aside from performing in front
when Walker decided to renounce
of an audience, Walker has also been
teaching and become an artist.
seen behind the camera in such films
Walker says he is traveling the
as "Bicentennial Man," "Sweet Noworld, searching for a replacement
vember," "The Bachelor" and
for Martin Luther King, Jr. Walker
"Peggy Sue Got Married." Surpriswants to pass along his message
ingly, Walker says that he hates makthat the world today needs leadering movies. In comparison to theship like that of King. He wants
ater, he finds film to be listless and
slow moving. "Film is not an acto make people today aware that
Photo courtesy Philip Walke
we are part of a 400-year history
tive medium," he said. He finds that
TAKING A STAND
Philip Walker is pictured
and that we need present leaderin theater the actors are an integral
here between Booker T. Washington and W.E.B.
ship to effectively continue makand important part of the production,
DuBois. Walker's one man show focuses on
and that in film actors are mere puping that history. Walker has been
performing this play for 24 years, finding a replacement for Martin Luther King.
pets performing in the absence of a
and he said that as soon as somerewarding audience.
one steps up to fill that leadership position, there won't be a
Although Walker detests being in movies, he is passionate
about performing in front of an audience and can't wait to
need for his show anymore. Walker says that his work applies to a universal audience.
reach out to the UPS campus. If the performance is anywhere
Even though he is performing for college students, Walker doesn't near the enthusiasm with which he speaks , it's sure to be a
change a thing about his performance because he believes that
good show. Walker will be performing at Kilworth Chapel on
the issues he addresses can be felt by all. He's been saying the
Tuesday March 5 at 8 p.m, Admission is free with student ID
same words for 24 years and is content with this consistency
at the door and $5 to the general public; tickets can be picked
because he believes that the change in time changes the meanup at the information center.
0 A&E Writer Kathleen Sullivan is a sophomore majoring in FLIA
ing of his work. To convey his point, Walker used an analogy of
with an emphasis in French.
Shakespeare. He said that one needn't be a king to relate to

> BY KATHLEEN SULLIVAN
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KUPS DJ PROFILE
> BY AIMEE RAWLINS
Are you tired of listening to the same old music over
and over again? Well, breathing a breath of fresh air on
the music community are the specialty shows on KUPS,
The Soiind. Every weekday from 6 to 8 p.m., a different
specialty show airs, each one highlighting a genre of music
that you might otherwise not be exposed to. Each of the
DJs has his or her own special approach to spice up your
life, and sophomore Amy Karlstrom is no exception.
Q. So, Amy, how would you describe the music that
you play on your show?
A. I play jazz and big band standards from the '30s,
'40s and '50s, plus some Broadway show tunes.
Q. Is this your favorite type of music?
A. It's one of them; I'd say I have a rather eclectic
taste of music — this is just one of them that isn't as
common with college students.
Q. How did you become such an expert on this genre?
A. When I was little, my mom and grandpa introduced
me to it and so it was part of my childhood — learning
the old standards and seeing the Broadway shows.
Q. And what is your show called?
A. "The Marge Show." I go by the name of Marge
and talk in a MidWest accent.
Q. How exactly did that come about? Marge isn't
your middle name is it?
A. No. My friend from high school and I would talk
in the MidWest accent and we nicknamed ourselves
"Marge and Marge." So I just decided to use that alter
ego for my show because it was more fun.
Q. And are you from the Mid West?
A. Nope, I'm from Tacoma — University Place
Q. Where do you come up with the material for
your show?
A. Well, I had a lot of music and I've built on my collection; sometimes I tell Minnesota jokes, but mostly it's just the
accent. But I have been reading how to talk Minnesotan.
Q. How long have you been a DJ on KIJPS?
A. For four semesters.
Q. Do you hope to continue some sort of broadcast work after college?
A. Maybe.
Q. Are you majoring in something related to this field?
A. No, I'm a French major and a Biology minor.
"The, Marge Show" airs every Friday on 90.1 The
Sound from 6 to 8 p.m.
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Bluegrass catches on
vention of a classic form," Nickel Creek's music
is fresh and definitely worth hearing. They play a
variety of instruments, including fiddle, bass, mandolin and guitar. The intensity of their performance
could be seen in their faces as they strummed away
furiously while the crowd listened in awe.
They performed for a packed, enthusiastic
house Friday night, and didn't disappoint their
fans. Not until after three encore performances did
the vivacious teenagers retire before their next
show.
The Sheraton was packed with many wonderful acts like Nickel Creek and Old & on the Grey.
UPS' own Sue Tjardes played with her band Late
Harvest on Friday night as well. Late Harvest produced a wide range of rhythms, from soothing to
rousing, and the sweet sound of Tjardes' voice
added a unique touch to the bands innovative
music. Dozens of other bluegrass bands came from
all over the country to play at the event.
All corners of the Sheraton were packed with
musicians and fans. Several floors were devoted
to the event, with the Tacoma Convention Center
hosting a number of the acts because of the large
turnout. Vendors lined the hallways, selling everything from hot dogs to mandolins.
The excitement of the festival this year came
from the large and diverse crowd it drew. People
from all over the country, and several outside of
it, flocked to the annual event. Most noticeable
was the younger genersations the festival attracted
this year, due in large part to up and coming bands
like Nickel Creek, and a wider promotion of bluegrass music in itself.
The festival is definitely worth going to if you
like bluegrass music. Even if you don't, there is
something for everyone.
Those who want four-day passes should expect
to pay a hefty amount, but the experience is a
worthwhile one.

> BY AMANDA BEVERS
The Tacoma Sheraton was alive and kicking
the weekend of Feb. 22, as it hosted one of the
largest indoor concerts in the country. The Th Annual Wintergrass Music Festival was more popu, lar than ever this year.
Thanks to several movies such as "0 Brother
Where Art Thou?" and "Down From the Mountain," the bluegrass music scene has gained momentum and caused quite a stir. Tacoma's
Wintergrass Festival is one of the biggest highlights in bluegrass music, and dozens of musicians
came to participate in the four-day event.
Wintergrass' popularity is evident by the sheer
numbers that attended and the rate tickets sold out.
Friday-night-only and weekend tickets for the
event disappeared more than a month ago.
Much of the. large crowd came especially for
the
Friday night-only performances by Old & in
114
the Grey and Nickel Creek. Old & in the Grey is
the newest version of the supergroup Old & in the
Way, which boasted the musical talents of Jerry
Garcia. The band that once did moderately well
has now recreated itself and jumped back on to
the music scene.
At the opposite end of the age spectrum is bluegrass' newest hit band Nickel Creek. These three
young musicians from California made a name for
themselves two years ago when their first self-titled
album was released. Since then, the album has gone
Gold and the band itself has gained popular attention, with three hit videos on Country Music Television and an appearance on the Jay Leno Show.
The group performed several of their hits from
their first album, including "The Lighthouse's
Tale" and "The Hand Song," as well as several
songs from their new CD, which has yet to be released. They got the crowd clapping and swaying
along as they varied between traditional upbeat
bluegrass and softer tunes.
What Time magazine touted "the vibrant rein-

0 News Writer Amanda Bevers is a freshman
majoring in comparative sociology.
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> BY DAVID HOUGH
In the age of extremism, extreme outdoor sports, extreme motor vehicles and
even extreme sports drinks, "THEM: Adventures with Extremists" certainly follows the trend. Released last month in the United Kingdom, the tale narrates the
uncanny and wickedly honest journeys of British journalist Jon Ronson as he meets
some of the world's most controversial religious fundamentalists, conspiracy theorists, radical anti-organizationists and gun-blazing militiamen.
"THEM" captures the truth behind the 'extremism' madness. The book's focus
relies on the one ironclad truth from which all of his encounters have in common:
"that they have been called extremists by others." Ronson's questions this, and determines to find out for himself. In each interview with these so-called extremists he
unravels a little more of the mystery and often discovers profound parallels in their
doctrines and beliefs.
The most reoccurring of these parallels —
that they all believed that the world is ruled
THEM
by a small elite group that meet once a year to
Advrntsm-s.
,th F‘trems,t.
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Outside of the unilateral paranoiac belief
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that they are all being unwittingly controlled,
Jon Ronson
these groups branch out to form their own
identities and accompanying quirks. Highlights of these groups are characterized by Ku
Klux Klan men who, in the new Klan that does not use the n-word, are required to
pass equivalency tests with colorful questions like "Do we hate Negroes? Answer:
No, We just love white people." Adding to the inanity of extremist dogma, Ronson
stands by as the protestors of a supposed anti-Semite conspiracy theorist infiltrate a
Vancouver book-signing and launch a feckless volley of cream pie in an attempt to
ruin the controversial theorist's credibility. Most tantalizing of all these are the fearless Jihad mongers who, at the forefront of all Islamic circles, during an annual
outdoor retreat squirm and squeal when challenged by a fish that none of them can
bear to un-hook.
Ronson's book launches off in the first two-thirds, but begins to taper as we meet
such individuals like Hollywood Directors portrayed as fanatics and an Ulster-Protestant pastor imposing self-exile in Cameroon. During the chapter about an almost
surreal auction of Elena Ceasescu's shoes and the succeeding banquet dinner in
Romania, the book seems to lose all focus because nothing happens. Only curiosity
to go further and the shining memory of the first chapters (as well as a glance to
more secret societies in dark glasses) make these short sections bearable.
The concluding chapter captures Ronson's triumph as a journalist, both in bravery and in his uncommon talent to interpret and relate the meaning of all he has
seen. Most importantly, Ronson comes to the sad conclusion that the groups will
never understand each other, that they will always be "putting two and two together
and making five," and that they will always, on any side, be extremists.
Jon Ronson doesn't just report — he reveals. Ronson's journalistic approach;
while savage in its humor, rarely has an ulterior slant. It doesn't need them. Ronson
empathizes in his depictions and makes it a point not to alienate his readers from the
truth. Dialogues remain in context, which in itself exemplifies one of the purest
forms of journalism. Ronson's scope is all-encompassing and, while they may not
agree, humanizes his subjects. "THEM" is a shocking work of refreshing talent that
revitalizes any wavering of hope for the extreme outskirts or the mediocre mainstreams of society.
si.4
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0 A&E Writer David Hough is a junior who is currently studying abroad in Lancaster,
England.

Based on the 2001 CORE survey, most Puget
Sound students make healthy choices when
they party:
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`THEM' offers extremist view
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Women advance, men get experience at USCSA regional meet
Logger Ladies will travel to New Hampshire to compete in Collegiate Ski and Snowboard National Championships
> BY KEVIN FORD
The UPS women's ski team will compete
in the Collegiate Ski and Snowboard Association National Championships in Waterville
Valley, N.H. on March 12-16.
The Lady Loggers earned a trip to the national event with a fourth-place finish at the
USCSA Regional Championship Feb. 20-24
at Bogus Bail , P. rt in Idaho.
took second place in the
%t. . ; : -1: owing in a race that in', ....ers from all over the Northhe event included competition from
Colorado and even Canada.
The women's team has had a successful
season. Sophomore Larissa Felli and freshman
Hanne Coots have recorded the top times to
push them into national competition.
Felli skied to two top-10 finishes in the
race. Last year, she took 12th place in the giant slalom race at Bogus Basin. Felli improved
upon that mark by taking third place in the
giant slalom with a time of 1:26.47. She also
nabbed ninth place in the slalom race with a
time of I:310.92.
Felli has had an outstanding season, finishing five times in the top five and winning
two league races.
•

Coots finished twelfth in the giant slalom among UPS racers, finishing 30th in the giant
race, crossing the line three seconds behind
slalom. He and freshman Pete Hinmon have
Felli at 1:29.55.
been the top duo for the Loggers this year, with
"I wanted to break the top 10, but I'm happy
seven finishes in the top 20 of the NWC. The
with my result," Coots said.
men took eighth place in league competition.
The freshman has also skied exceptionally,
Both Hinmon and Yarmon struggled in
finishing four times in the top ten. Both she Idaho's technical slalom course. Neither finand Felli should provide the one-two punch ished his second run.
for the UPS women's ski team for the next
Senior Luke Collova finished in 58th place,
few years.
followed closely by
In addition to Felli
sophomore Andrew Stone, who
and Coots, the women
have promising young It's been a great season. I came in at 61st
place. Junior Aaron
talent in sophomore
loved my four years here. Mainer didn't finDemetra Panagokos
and freshman Ashley
—Luke Collova, ish either run.
Scott.
Collova was
senior skier hoping to place
Panagokos finished
41st in the giant slalom
around 30th, but
the senior still had
and 52nd in the slalom
course. Scott took 43rd in the giant slalom but a strong showing in his final race.
"It's been a great season," he said. "I loved
didn't finish her slalom run.
Reagan Wilson, the lone senior on the my four years here."
squad, skied well to get 23rd in the giant slaOverall, the men had a fine season. This
lom and 44th in the slalom.
has not come easily because the team is up
While the men's team didn't match the suc- against powerhouses like Whitman College
cess of the women's team, it nevertheless had and Albertson College. These schools dedicate
a strong showing in Idaho.
far more financial resources to recruiting and
Junior Joel Yarmon finished the highest training, and their coaches work full-time.

4

11

The skiers began dry land training in October. Every week they met twice for running
on the track, stairs in the stadium, indoor soccer, floor exercises, basketball, bike rides and
other workouts.
Felli and Coots have had great results because of their experience and dedication. This
is not to say that the other members have not
contributed. The whole team must do well to
advance, and the ticket to the national competition in Waterville Valley is proof of the entire team's hard work.
Unfortunately, it's difficult to get many
spectators out to watch the ski.team in action.
Many students aren't willing to travel hours
to watch races at different ski areas.
But that doesn't bother the racers, who are
out doing what they love.
Both teams have had exceptional seasons,
and the future only looks more promising.
Each team is only losing one senior. Collova
and Wilson won't be back next year, but they
have nothing to regret.
The skiers travel together and share support for their fellow racers.
"Hopefully the boys will do as well next
year," Coots said.

.1

0 Sports Writer Kevin Ford is a freshman with
a fifth yearsenior roommate.

Gap between sports, classical Greek literature finally bridged
> BY TYLER ROUSH
Attention all fans of classical Greek
literature and professional sports!
Ever lament the fact that your two
favorite disciplines share little common
ground? Lament no further. Fortunately, many of your favorite characters from Homer's "Iliad" have been
resurrected in the form of several of
professional sports' biggest stars!
Sure, it's not a perfect system —
NFLer Randy Moss looks a bit silly
next to four baseball clowns — but it's
the only one we've got. So get your Richmond Lattimore translations and your trading card collections ready!

infield
fly rule

Randy Moss as Achilles
Need a stalwart warrior with superhuman strength but a
reputation for taking days off? Mighty Achaian warrior Achilles is your man.
Need an all-star wide receiver with superhuman ability but
a reputation for taking plays off? Please look no further than
Randy Moss.
The Vikings receiver has dazzled the NFL with his godlike
talent and gaudy statistics since jumping into the league in
1998. But just as mighty Achilles abandoned the Achaians at
the time of their greatest need, so too has Moss disappeared at
times from the Minnesota Vikings lineup. His most notable
vanishing act came against the New York Giants in the 2001
NFC Championship game, in which Moss' own foot-dragging
limited him to two receptions for a mere 18 yards.
The only difference may be that while Achilles and the
Achaians roared back against the Trojan horde, Moss and the
Vikings have yet to recover from their 41-0 defeat at the hands
of the Giants.
Oh yeah, and the mighty Achaian never squirted an official
in the back with water for disagreeing with him. Achilles' whole
corpse-taunting thing we're willing to overlook.
Alex Rodriguez as Paris
When beloved Mariners shortstop Alex Rodriguez stole
away to the rival Texas Rangers, the city of Seattle slipped
into both mourning and bitter resentment.
That period of mourning lasted about six minutes, since
the Mariners followed up the golden boy's departure by rolling through the 2001 regular season. With a lovable cast of
Mike Camerons, Bret Boones and John Oleruds, and the help
of a mysterious Japanese import named Ichiro, Seattle controlled the American League, finishing with a league record of
116 wins.
Yes, the period of mourning was brief.
The bitter resentment — well, that tended to linger. Lucky
thing A-Rod's characteristic good looks, like those of Paris
before him, still curried much favor with the ladies.

Unfortunately, that dapper smile meant little on the battlefield or in Safeco Field, where both Paris and A-Rod looked
like scared children. In front of an embittered Safeco crowd,
A-Rod batted an underwhelming .167 with eight strikeouts
and just four RBI.
Of course, two of his six hits in Seattle were home runs,
but, like Paris, its expected that A-Rod will slay a couple heroes. Too bad for him, he'll do it for the wrong team, as the
"all-thunder, no-lightning" Rangers will continue to lose
ballgames 10-9 and 8-6 during the 2002 season and beyond.
Mark McGwire as Aias
In terms of raw power and dependability, no one could top
first baseman Mark McGwire in his days with the St. Louis
Cardinals, or Aias of Telamon in the days of the Trojan War.
Oh, how the mighty have fallen.
At the close of the Trojan War, Aias and Odysseus, once
good drinkin' and fightin' buddies, had a bit of a disagreement
over who should hang on to the late Achilles' armor. Unfortunately for Aias, his brawn was no match for Odysseus' brains,
and the devious-devising son of Laertes and seed of Zeus won
the armor.
Of course, what's a man like Aias the Great to do in response but throw a colossal temper tantrum involving the mass
slaughter of a flock of sheep, then follow it up by planting his
sword in the ground and hopping on it, thereby banishing himself to eternal shame in the dreary underworld?
No, McGwire hasn't done much sword-hopping lately, but
the slugger's dismal farewell campaign certainly left a few
particularly disturbed Big Mac fans wishing they could hack
up some livestock.
After spending most of April and May on the Cardinals
bench with an assortment of injuries, the androstenedione and
creatine wonder closed the 2001 season with a modest 29 home
runs—along with an anemic — no, terminal — .187 batting
average, a .492 slugging percentage (nearly 100 points off his
career mark of .588) and a robust 118 strikeouts, all in just 299
at-bats. For those of you that don't have your calculators handy,
that's a strikeout every 2.53 at-bats (pssst, the 2001 National
League average was once every 4.92 at-bats).
Now safely in retirement, where he can do no more harm
to large chunks of air, Mac can look forward to his inevitable
Hall of Fame induction, followed by a lifetime of impotency.
Boy, those steroids sure work wonders.
Bud Selig as Zeus
Ok, so physically it is a bit of a stretch, as no one will mistake this Bill Gates clone for the omnipotent ruler of Mount
Olympus. But the bespectacled baseball commissioner certainly has a habit for toying with those he presides over, namely
the millions of consumers (call 'em fans) of one of the sports
world's largest industries.
Take contraction, the latest phase in the "Plan of Selig."
Strange that Selig, a self-proclaimed lifelong baseball fan,
would order the death of the thing he loves by contracting

two of its parts in the Minnesota Twins and Montreal Expos,
just as Zeus allowed for the destruction of the worshipful city
of Troy.
Hmm. Maybe it has something to do with the Milwaukee
Brewers, the team that would likely absorb all or parts of both
eliminated markets (and which is, coincidentally, owned by
Selig's daughter Wendy). And didn't Hera and Athena, Zeus'
wife and daughter, have some sort of grudge against the city
of Troy?
No word yet on whether or not Wendy hatched from her
daddy's head.
Jason Giambi as Hector
Just as every epic needs its mighty villain, so too does this
modern "Iliad" need its glorious Hector.
Who better than former Oakland slugger Jason Giambi, now
first baseman of the hated Yankees, to fill that role? Nestled
into the heart of a World Series-caliber lineup, Giambi is free
to levy equal portions of defeat upon all opponents—and leave
a throng of dewy-eyed Athletics fans to rain tears upon the
walls of Oakland's Network Associates Coliseum.
True, as the mightiest slugger on baseball's (regrettably)
mightiest team, Giambi doesn't make a perfect "Hector of the
doomed Trojans."
But I sure wouldn't mind dragging him behind a chariot.
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0 Sports Editor Tyler Roush is a classical Greek literature snob
majoring in English.

Trivia Time!
NBA Edition
Who holds the NBA single-game record
for points scored?
Who holds the NBA single-game record
for total rebounds?
Who holds the NBA single-game record
for assists?
The NBA's MVP Award has been issued
45 times since its inception in 1956. How
many of the award's winners have not won
multiple times?
How many Portland Trailblazer players
have won the league's Rookie of the Year
Award?

Go to asups.ups.edu/traill
sports.shtml for answers...
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artists, athletes, poets,
writers and beatniks!
Whether you're still an amateur or the
next e.e. cummings, we want your
sports-related poetry. Weekly winners
(and we're all winners, really) will have
their work printed in a future edition of
The Trail. The poet deemed "most
excellent" by the sports staff will
receive a special prize! E-mail
submissions to troush@ups.edu !

Poetry Contest
Weekly Winner
Field of Green
Like Cuchulain & Fergus
They stand opposite a green
Field wrists tight thumbs clenched
And a voice echoes from above.
What if they had never been
Enemies, or let the screaming crowd
Dictate their enmity?
Can friends who shared each
Other's sweat stare from a
Plate and a mound with teeth
Ground to the gums?
Kazu and A-Rod hold the ball
The bat and someone pitches
Someone swings.
— Proctor Grace

MI
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Self-centered Americans show true colors
> BY DOUG SPRAGUE
I and not a fan of speedskating. I
never have been and I don't know anybody who is.
Still, there I was, watching the results and analysis of the men's 5000meter races for almost 45 minutes. It's
not that I necessarily cared about the
event; I was at first just curious to see
corner
how the Americans did. Right away I
found out that we did well. Derek Parra
blitz
scored a silver medal, a new U.S.
record, and even held the world record for about five minutes.
Tacoma resident K.C. Boutiette placed a surprising fifth
Watching the commentators extol on the performances of
the Americans kept my attention for all of about five minutes.
There's only so long you can
listen to two people jabber
about the subtleties and nuances of speedskating strategy.
I got sick of hearing how
amazing it was that Parra was
able to hold the world record
for those five minutes. I got
bored listening to NBC anchor
Bob Costas trying to stir my
American pride by repeatedly
telling me how much of a surprise it was for the Americans
to do this well.
So why did I keep watching for those painful minutes?
I kept watching because I
wanted to know who it was that had skated in the next heat
and obliterated Parra's record by over three seconds.
Three seconds!
That's an eternity in speedskating, yet these announcers
barely even acknowledged that it had happened. Instead they
stubbornly focused on Parra and Boutiette.
I watched the last half hour of NBC's Olympic coverage
that night, waiting for them to tell me who the winner was. I
watched as the announcers finished their analysis. I watched
as Costas recapped the day's events in figure skating. I watched
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as he previewed men's and women's snowboarding. And I
watched as he closed the day's coverage.
Still no word on who won the race.
I started watching the 11 o'clock news, and after about 15
minutes I finally found out who won — Jochem Uytdehaage
of the Netherlands, if you were curious.
Don't get me wrong, I watch the Olympics and unabashedly root for the Americans. I may not care about the sport, or
even consider it a sport (take the biathlon, for example), but
that doesn't mean I don't want one of my countrymen to show
the rest of the world that they can't compete with us.
That is part of the beauty of the Olympics. You are expected to cheer for your country and gloat when they win.
But there is another part to the Olympics that gives it its
full beauty — the part where you are supposed to give a winner his due and admire his accomplishment no matter what his
nationality. This is the contradictory nature of the Olympics:
root for your country first, but
cheer for the other competitors
as well.
This is where the coverage
of this year's Olympics failed.
Because while there is a definite need for us to show our
national pride, especially after the terrorist attacks, and
show that we are not afraid,
there is also a way to do this
tastefully and respectfully.
Cheering so loudly that
the rafters shake when Jeremy Roenick scores a goal
for the U.S. Hockey team or
chanting "USA! USA!" when
Kelly Clark takes gold in the women's halfpipe is perfectly
acceptable. In fact, it should be done more often.
But ignoring another competitor's achievements because
he's not American is simply not acceptable. It's nothing short
of egotistical and self-centered.
It's through examples like the speedskating coverage that I
understand why people see us as "selfish Americans."
At times like this, I would have to agree with them.

That is part of the beauty of
the Olympics. You are expected to cheer for your country and gloat when they win.
But ... you are supposed to
give a winner his due ... no
matter what his nationality.
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0 Assistant Sports Editor Doug Sprague is a freshman and avid
figure skating aficionado.

Name that Seattle sports hero
1 This 6'5" small
forward is in his
second year with the
Seattle Supersonics,
where he is averaging 11.2 ppg as their
sixth man.

2. At Oklahoma State,
he was awarded FirstTeam All Big-12 honors while leading the
Sooners to the Elite
Eight during his senior
season.

3. This studio art
major aspires to be a
painter in his spare
time.
Go to asups.ups.edu/
trail/sports.shtml for
the answer..
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Postmodern sex talks deteriorate into postmodern orgy
By Snappy McSnapp
Ace Reporter
The student-sponsored talk "A Postmodern
Approach to Sex" was held Friday in the
WSC Boardroom with unexpected results.
Twenty minutes into the event, the actual
postmodern philosophers being discussed
arrived, and a chaotic state of flux ensued.
Deleuze, terrified of his own inadequacy
and the fact that he would never achieve climax, but only be in a constant state of becoming-climactic, jumped out the window
to his death.
Derrida arrived a bit late and sopping wet,
having forgotten his umbrella. He spent the
remainder of the party jumping around gleefully shouting "Everything is text! Everything is text!" while occasionally making
wild thrusting motions with his pelvis and
pointing to his crotch asking if people wanted
to meet "Plato."
Foucault meanwhile, spent the majority of
his time hitting on random male undergrads,
and propositioning them to accompany him
to the back room, where he had set up an

elaborate bondage system, including numerous nipple clamps. "The more you 'know' me,
the more power you will have," said the giant, bald Frenchman to one particular
undergrad named Bill as he issued a sly wink.
Lyotard was merely content to stand in the
corner and watch what everyone else was doing, as he was going to write a summary about
it later instead of participating meaningfully
in the orgy.
The orgy was effectively ruined, however,
when Wittig showed up and proceeded to convince all the partygoers that not only was gender a social construction, but biological sex
as well. Suddenly, everyone's genitals disappeared, and everyone became quite confused
as to what to do, while Wittig raised her arms
in triumph, shouting "Yes! Yes! Now everyone can be as bitter as I am!"
Nietzsche managed to save the day, however, as he arrived in the middle of Wittig's
triumphant shouting and smacked her to the
floor. He then looked around at all those gathered, stated "you're all a bunch of idiots," and
promptly left, as he had a German Nationalist
function to attend.

Sources: www.cellfr and www.iFweake.cominuskeifootwaslung

Derrida caresses a participant's foot.

UPS hires minorities for Opening Day

st
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By Bill Cosby
Jello Enthusiast
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Vote soon and look out for the winner next week!

The University of Puget Sound, commonly
referred to as the "Harvard of the West," is
looking to hire over 50 minorities to walk
around its campus on opening day so as to
appear more diverse to incoming freshmen
and their parents.
".`Yeah, it's a pretty good deal," commented
local Tacoman and African American Freddie
Pearl. "Last year they paid me, like, $12.50
an hour to walk around and act like a student
for a day. That's even more than they paid
me to pose for last year's viewbook."
UPS, which claims a minority population
of over 20 percent of its students (including
those who marked "other" or neglected to

select any answer in the ethnicity category of
their application), promotes diversity in numerous other ways as well, including events
such as diversity theme years.
"Yeah, I asked if there were any Asian-oriented activities I could attend," said incoming freshman Lucy Chen, "but they told me
that the Asian theme year was last year, and I
probably would graduate before it came
around again."
"Of course, this whole promotion of diversity. thing is pretty much an institutional relic
from years past," commented Dean of Students Terry Cooney. "As we all know from
TV news and Gallup polls, racism doesn't really exist any more, so we'll probably get rid
of this whole theme year thing next time the
task force meets."
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